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Project DELTA

Wichita State University
. .

Final 'Report

Carol W. Konek

Project DELTA (Design for Equity: Leadership, Training, Attitudes)

was funded by the Women's Educational Equi;y Act of the Office of Educ-

ation to develop an exportable model for enhancing the entry of women

into, and the adv,ancement of women within, leadership and decision-making

roles in higher education. The project employed a capacity,-building ap-

proach to instituttonal change by conducting workshops and seminars for

faculty, administrators, and support personnel in subject areas related

to the attainment of equitable leadership in higher education. The pro-

ject also aupported th initiation and implementation of equity goals on

the part of individuals and administrative units. The project supported

the development Of a regional network for enhancing leadership opportun-

ities for professional women in higher education, and offered intensive

leadership training to leadership teams from institutions of post-secon-

dary education in Federal Region VII. Project siaff compiled a leader-

ship manual, Desiv for Equity: Women and Leadership in Higher Education,

to be disseminated to individuals and instituO:ons working for increased

representation of women in leadership pbsitions in higher education. '

Project staff developed a battery of bias-free instruments for the self

assessment of qualities related to sex role attitudes and values, role

satistaction, decision-making strategies and leadership style. These

instruments were pilot tested with the-use of samples of male and.female

faculty and administrators from a stratified sample of institutions Of

Cop,
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. (PTA-secondary .education in Federal Region VII. Yhe in'struments wera

administered to similar groups of subjects in a national validation

sample.

Premises for Promoting Equity in Highet Education

The development of-strategies for creating a cLimate supportive

of institutional' and individual change were based on the following prem-

ises:

1. The attainment of educational equity increases the synergy of

the'kinstitution. That is, the attainment of educational equity demon-

strates thati the good of the individual, the good of the university, and

the good of society are synonymous, rather than antagonistic. 1 Increasing

leadership opportunities for women within the university will increase

the ability of the university to function as a model fOr equity in a

society based on democratic values and on the-belief in the worth.of the

individual.

2. The unGersity can increase its vitality by adjustins_ to chara_iing.

social realities:2 The university is an open, rather than a closed sys-

tem: its dynamic equilibrium depends upon its ability to continuously ,

adapt to OlangesWithin and outside itself. Higher education has been

slow to adapt to the changing aspiratiOn! and abilities of women; such

an adaptation requires the inclusion of women in all,areas of the system

in order that the university keep pace with internal and external forces

S.
for eqUity. The leadership challenge inherent in attaining educational

equity is to mesh what the outside. world Want, needs, and expects from

the institution in terms of goals, priorittip, and related programs with

what the internal constituencies want, need, and expect, 1,..41ile realizing

-2-
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that an institution which is alien to its environment cannot survive.3

3. The history of higher education in the United States has demon-

strated an eglitarian trend congruent with the concept of educational
-TT-

equity. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education reported that the

three petiods of basic transfdrmation of access to higher education in-

cluded the movement rrom elit;e access to mass access to universal access. 4, A

This trend has had the effect of removing obstacles based on race, sex,

age, and economic status and can be viewed as the social mllieu within

which leaders in higher education must work to see that equity in access

to education is balanced with equity in access to the effects of education.

Such aiphflosophy clearly implies that Individuals for whom race; dex,

age, and economic status might have been disadvantages to mobility in the

past must be given affirmative assistance in obtaining the benefits of

education isin\tile future.

4. Heterosenous leadership is appropriate to institutions with

diverse student populations. As the leadership in higher education is

transformed by an inclusion rather than an exclusion principle, entry

of diverse students into higher education should increase,- along with

the level of academic achievement and degree attainment. LegiAlative

gatns in reducing disadvantages based on race, sex, age, and econ'omic

status can be viewed as a reflection of the social impefative for equity

in leadership and for the expansion of role definitions of leadership.

5. The presence of women as role models is directly proportional

to the development of young women of talent into career-successful
,

0

adults. 5
The sithultaneous decline of.women imfaculty positions in all

undergraduate educational institutions and the increase in the enrollment

of women students during the last 40 years6 represents a kind of dis-

I(
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equilibrium rich has serious implications for the mission of higher

education. This imbalance represents Innumerable opportunities for

positive leadership and for the creation of affirmative policies and

pro,grars for re-establishing equilibrium.

6. Three dominant sources of c'hange in education are: a) resources

available for it, h) advocates interested in it, C) openness of the

system to it.' Resources Lig. the support of educational &tufty are ev-

idenced by increased enrollments of women .studenis of traditional college

age
8

and of re-entry women.9 Federal funding of Women's Educaelonal

Equity Act projects, Title IX f)rojecis,.and Career Education and Commun-
.

ity Education programs affecting the eduCational attainment of women

demonstrate the availability of resources, in boeh external funding ands

increaAd tuition revenues. The fact that women pnd men work for re-
,

cruitment, counseling and advising, curriculm revision, and program

development to increase equity demonstrates the availability of per=

sonnel resources to implement change. Openness of the system to change

is demonstrated by legislation, political involvement, and by the in-

creasing awareness of equity issues in political, economic, and educ-

,

ational,spheres. In many institutions, however, the informal system

(, has been more open to change than has the formal system. Special pro-
.

grams forwomen have often been begun by these informal systems and have

then been formalized when they demonstrated that they met legitimate

needs. (The development of Women's-Studies programs demonstrate this

principle of change.)

7. Institutions, Is well as individuals, sometimes profess one

set of values while demonstrating another. The institution which for-

mulates policies of equal access to educational offerings may be founded

-4-
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upon tHrVtinciples of the democratic ideal and yet eontinue staffing

patterns in which minorities and women obviously'occupy the lowest eanks

and leadership position's. Similarly, individuals within these insti-

tutions may express egalitarian values while enacting reward and recog-

nition policies which perpetuate injustices structured into the system

in the past. Such incongruence or cognitive dissonance creates conflicts

which must be resolved to insure positive change toward growth.

sSocided.,8. Conflict and institutional or personal change are

Sex-role valueS are among those learned earliest ancf are most closely

associated with identity formation. The intensity of conflict associated

with the changing roles and status of women and,nien is one indication of

the digt=ee of insecurity in an individual and the degree of inflexibilitY

in an institution. Conflict represents a learning need which callIfor

the development of supportive leadership techniques; but ihe energy gen-
%

erated by conflict can be transformed into affirmative action when/growth

in the individual, and change in the institution are regarded as natural

and desirable as well as inivitable.

9. every professional administrator is A change agent. While some

administrators function as maT)agers rather than as leaders, every person

in a recognized leadership role can m'ore adequately function in that role

if enabled to define, support, create, and administer programs and poli-

cies which are new and which produce institutional andinodividual benefits.

The ability to assess success in effecting change and the ability to a'r--

ticulaterstrateres employed and benefits realized by others are both

essential to encouraging equity changes.

10. Leadership can be re8arded as service.
10

Outmoded concepts of

leadership often focus on the status, recognition, and responsibilitieS



Tr

of the leader. Such concepts are likely to overemphasize the qualities
4IP

of wisdom, control, and the recognition accruing to a leader with "legit-

imate" or "satTctioned" power. HowOver, the facilitative leader is more

often one with "enabling" or.supportive power, one who does not ZIsist

upon personal recognition for his oi her conttOutions to the greater

good for the greater number.

11. The implementation of policies which will benefit women and

minorities must orginate in various areas of the institution, rather

than always coming from an assigned advocate.or a special interest

group. Just as institutions have a limited Capacity for the implemen-
t*

tation of simultaneoul4hangeshdividuals have a limited capacity

for crediting one individual or one group with the leadership necessary

to effect change. Hblding on to ownership of ideas for positive change

retards institutional growth and the professional who helps an insti-

tution become more just in its policies benefits indirectly and some-

times directly.

12. Change agents need to assess the impetus for change outside

the institution and work to resolve individual and iretitutional resis-

tance to that impetus. This must'be done in suck a way as to increase

the congruence of individual needs and institutional goals, a process

4hich is integral to the attainment of educational equity and to the

attainment of equitable leadership opportunities for women in higher

education. It is obvious, furthermore, that the inclusion of women in

new models of participatory'leadership is a sound application of human-

istic and organizational theory to current social needs and imperatives.

- 6-
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Capacity Building

Project DELTA employed a capacity-building approach to individual

f
and institutional change. The grant-writing committee selected an ad--

visory committee which would create broadt.representation from various

constituencies across the university. Advisory committee members were

chosen foc their commitment to educational equity, for their recognition

as leaders in the university community, and for their willingness to

contribute to the planning and implementation of equity goals.

-Advisory committee members assisted the staff in developing support

044-e6.1c1 the university, in outlining goals for Workshop activities, in

assisting with recruitment of resource persons from owside the univer-

sity, and in disseminating information about the project on campus. Ad-

visory committee m)embers provided legitimate, exper and teferent power

to4the project. The. Status of the members of the advisory committee un-

doubtedly contributed to the positive image the project enjoyed from its

inception.
V.

The capacity-build4ing prOcess employed by Project DELTA could be

regarded as a participatory or egalitarian action model rather than as an

administrative or hierarchical decision Model. While the advisory cm.-

mittee gave the project legitimacy in the eyes of the qhiversity commun-

ity, the change strategy moved from Ehe "bottom" of the organizational

structure "up." Involvement, identification of priorities, and the ini-

tiation of change began With the individuals most directly involved with

educational equity issues, and then spread to those in positigus enpowered

to enact policy. The informal system was often utilized to gain access

to the formal system. Women professionals identified personai t44 organi-
I

zational goals, received skill training from qualified peers and outside

-7-
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resource persons, and practiced. leadership behavior in implementing goals.

The design. for equity 10,ch emerged was process oriented, in that

participants in all workshops were enabled to become policy makers, and

to define their own goals. The professional autonomy of participants

was protee.ted by designs which enabled them to identify ihequifies within

the system and to develop policies for overcoming those inequities.

\ Every attempt was made to avoid a "redress of grievances" orientation.

FiNulty and adminis rators were encouraged to measure their successes
0

rathe`X, than their failures in adapting to changing social impertives.

Tbey w>encouraged to see themselves as empowered to design more-ef-
\

feCtive and\socially relevant models of equity in their personal and

professional. Ilves, in their dePartments and in their areas of the

governance .systeli.

Faculty and administrators were encouraged to-assume leadership

roles, both in the presentation of programs and workshops, and in poliCy-
,

making. Every attempt Was made by advisory committee members and staff

to avoid adversarial attitudes and behaviors, and to create a generative

model of change rather than 'a deficiency. model. This philosophy neces-
..

sitated focusing upon support and ignoring resistance. It necessitated

the design of apkroaches that wtld activate leadership within the formal

and the informal system of the un versity organization.

The initial target-group for c pacity- uilding and for traihing was
r/

defined as faculty women because it kss felt they would have the highest

degree of motivation and interest talliarticipating in Project DELTA ac-.

tivities. Because many women whose roles ard administrative in nature

arg separated from faculty women by classificatiop systems that reinforce

isolation allot th'e failure to identify with one another, the original tar-

-8-
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get group was expanded to include non-teaching profesSional women in,

the women's activities. Women(-professionals were involved in the major-

ity of the early training activitiea to increa$e their understanding

of their own equity issues, to hello-them become adept as change agents,

and to pr-epare them to play leadership roles in the education.of their

colleagues to the necessity of involving mOre women in adMinistrative
.".

and decision-making rofes. Workshops and_seminars for Women faculty,

administrators.and non-teaching profesSIonals were designed to prbyide

instruction in leaderShip and decision-making skill development, to

focus on equity issues, and to provide a supportive enviwnment witIirt

which women could develop leadership potential.

Policy design workshops were held first for women professionals,

then for chairpersons and general faculty, andrNer for key administra-

tors and governance leaders at the end of'the first year of funding.

The organization of these workshops was designed to contribute to the

capacity-building design of programing, and to prepare adminstrative

npits to,initiate policy change.with the support of DELTA Staff anring

the second year of funding. The purpose of these workshops yes, to dis-

tribute leadership opporfunities related to equity issues to those in

key decision-making roles, and to create a collaborative model for seeking

consensus on politcy solutions to equity prob/ems. Women who had received,

leadership training andeedvisory committee member's whose awareness had

steadily increased in the planning process were selected.as facilitators

for they workshops.- Resource persons with national itature and recog-

nized expertithe as equity specialists were utilized to encourage parti-

cipation and invblvenient of the audience. The delayed involvement of

keradminiStrators permitted the profect to develop support from women,

s
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to develdp a-reputation for using affirmative strategies, and to develop
*

a track/recórd Obr focusing on content of concetn to dll professilimals7
. 4

'male and female. This stra'tegy' also involvakey adminstrators qt the

.Point at whichthe focus could shift from attitude modification to pdlicy'
,

.
design.

Womee,and men in leadershiP role in the formal and informal sys7-

*
tem worked im groups to: 1) assess ie obstacles t , and the opportuA-

itjes for,..leadership for women; 2) assess the'equity obstacles within
A

the ebtal'universIty;, 3) identify the im act of inequities on ehe quality

7

bf education; 4) identify areas in which the under-representation of

wAren in leadership roles, inlaculty positions and in the student body'

undermines the quality of-education and prevents the unlversitY from

11:
being a model of equity in a soccety undergoing rapid change., These

groups then worked collaboratively to: 1) ifiterpret this inTormation;

27 forMulate hypothetical policies and prograis to contribute to an

institutional designlor equity; 3) identify financigl, personnel, or')

attitudinal risources,neceSsarito the,implementatIon of these policies

. . . .

land programst and 4) assess-their own expertise and commitment to effect

4
change.*The policy-developing focus of these activities subordinated thikl

'

attitUdinal aspects of-the activities to a more practical, solution-

. seeking focus. The effect of this strategy was to reduce the threat of ..

conflicts in 4ttitudes and values of participants and to provide a con- '

sensus-seeking, actiOn-oriented experience which would create' a positive

Illvironment,for nurturing organizational change.

The fleat'year's final Design for Eqdkty workshop for key 'adminis-
. ,*. . . ' 'e." . .. ,

trators and-governance leaders resulted in the generation of a list of,

.

policy prioritiep wit* were distilbuted to'administrators.to reinforce

-

Ilt
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the understanding of the issues which emerged from this workshop, and

to prep#re the.way for assisting administrative.units with the impremen-
-

slA;A

tattionorchange in the secol-170s5r of the project.' Results, entitled

"Administrators' Assessment of Institutional Priorities at Wichita State

University," is included. It serves as a content model for focusing on

equity issues whiAlitre likely to affect women in most institutions of

higher education. It is also useful for the longitudinal evaluation of

,-/
change at WichOta State University. The util4zation-of the results of .

such a workshop design for evaluating progress toward equity can have

the effect'of renewing the comtitment of subjects who recognize 'their

own policy .goals and recall the impact of such a workshop. As project

staff offered assistance to administrative units in implementing equity

goals during the second year of the project, they discovered that many

. of the paiticipants of this workshop were eager to report their own

progress. Several administrators acknowledged that the workshop enabled

them,,for the first time, to understand "the spirit of affirmative acif

itrikon," and to articulate-their personal commitment toward the attainment

of equity. The following abstracts' of selected workshops and seminars

le(symmarize a portion of the content of these activities.

DELTA Workshop Designs

-PersOnál, Interpersonal, Professional Needs Assesstent

- The formatio -of a support network for professional immen within

the iristitution sra
6:e

initiated with the tdentificiiion of women who had

alted0 demonscr,sted commitment to the advanement of,colleagues and to

\ )
the support'of policiend firograms improving the status of women. The

expansion of the'support network, the inclu:Yon of more women within it,

14f
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and the examination of ways in which it could more 4'affective1y support

the'professionardevelopment of women wer, initial goals. In early DELTA

activities, the women were encouragedf 1) to see each other 48 resources;

2) to counsel one another on issues such as career development, promotion,

tenure, and preparation for leadership; 3) to enrich interpersonal.rela-

tionships fn the course of collaboration; and 4) to identify common and

unique concerns. The needs assessment provided the basis for addItional

programming by identifying the specific issues which women within the

network saw as Fevelant to their own leadership and professional develop-

ment.

PositiVe Professional Assertilieness

Assertive behavior-is direct, honest, and effeciive in communicating

'values which increase thetelf-esteem of both participants in an inter-

action. Professional women often find that their own professional ad-
/

vancement, the advancemelpt of their colleagues, and the attainment of

equity goals for their lnstitutiqn rests an their development of affirms,-
I!

tive communication styles. The development of assertive'techniqueS can

teach supportive attitudes toward the self and others. Participants .

trained themselves in: 1) articulating their own accomplishments;J 2)

articulating their Appreciation of the accomplishments of one colleague

to another; 3) a tic lating their appreciation of the accomplishments

of a colleague to that person, Silecific applications of these activities

include volunteering for additional leadership responsibilities, recom-

mending, nominating, and voting for one another, and creating recognition

awards and rituals.

Power lAssessmeqt'

WomeLare developing440ater sophistication in understanding the

-12-
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nature of power, in acknowledging their own power, and in recognizing

values issues related to the use of power in their personal and organ-
.

izational lives. The, self assessment of beliefs and experiences which

contribute to the recognition and use of power can be useful in increasing

Assertiveness, in defining appropriate leadership style, and in recog-

nizing facilitative leadership add memberstirp behaviors and strategies.

DELTA activities,were aimed at helping women: 1) assess and expand their

roles in situations in which the power exchange is undefined; 2) under-
.

stand and use position power, expert power, referent power and enabling

power; 3) identify personal and professional situations in which they

experience power and powerlessness, and in which they see others empowered

by extrinsic circumstances and instrinsic factors; 4) set goals for if

creasing their sense of self-control and for facilitating'others res-

ponsible use of power; an0 5) identify.the professionil: development ex-
.

1 periences which can increase their individual and collective power to

influence and.change the system.

Communication Roles/Leadership Roles

Profeilional women can become more effective communicators and can

develop techniques for facilitative and participatory leadership by

practicing a variety of blocking and communication behaviors and by s

processing the task-completion and group-maintenance effects of these

behaviors. 'DELTA activities included: 1)-simulation situationswhigh
4 it

required the arbitrary curtailing or expansion of verbal-and non-verbal

communication and facilitating and blocking behaviOrs, and 2) interactions

which simulated differences and similarities between male and female

communication behaviors and interaction patterns in same seX and mixed

sex groups. Such group experiences enabled participants to experiment



with new Communicatihn behaviors and to receive feedback.

Decision-Making

Participants in DELTA decision-making activitjes assessed their

decision-making strategies with the use of a decision-making instrument

and other self-assessment processes applied to simulated decision-making

eiweriences. Activities included processing feedback and coMprison of

differences in decision-making strategies Group experiences.were struc-

tured to: 1) help decision-makers broa en or narrow alternatives, arrange

priorities., consider values issues related to outcomes, and project short-

term and long-range outcomes; 2) allow participants to recreate previous

decisions and to rehearse future decisions or conflict resolution exper-
...,

iences; and 3) enable participants to set goals for themselvei'for

proving and expanding decision-making strategies and to tdentify supportive

colleagues. Self-selectibn of decision-making situations resulted in the

examiniation of career cboice ind organizational change situations.

Ladership .Style Assessment and Development

4
Participants explored leArship and followership styles.evideftt

in their own and others' behavior by: 1) examining styles in relation

lk
to role expectations and to individual and group situations with various

purposes and tasks; 2) exploring their perception of appropriate leader-
...

ship and followership behaviors in reference to status, power, aad or-

ganizational climate; and 3) ident fying opportunities'for expanding and

\orrefining leadership behaviors, and emulating the leadership behavior
Or

of peers, role models, and mentors whose leadership style they admire.

The Male Culture/The Female Culture: As0Umptionabout Ittladerst,ItE

Role expectations and perceptiqns affect the ways in which males
*4

and femala's collaborate, compete, and communicate in interpersonal and

Vt

A
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professional relationships, Women may feel that the norms of organi-
%

zational behavior are male-defined, while males may wonder whether social .

behavior &ward females needs to be niodified in a professional.setting.
a. A

DELTA participants compared their perceptions of male organizatiOnal goals, ,

leadership and followership behavior, and mobility strategies with their

own 1) defining theirown values and behaviors; 2) identifying male

colleagues whose behaviors and sirategies could be studied; and 3) making

value decisions for modifying their behavior, for functioning effectively

with Male colleagues; and for clarifying the values they want to express/

in,tbsip--(5organizational behavior.

Chantiing Roles of Men

Male and female colleagues can engage in communiCation activities

which help them clarify role expectations and perceptions by examining

the reinforcing effect of male and female socializatial proceddes on

male behavior. DELTA workshops enabled partiCipants: 1), to compare

male role perceptions with female perceptions of those roles; and 2) to

identify congruities and incongruities in men's view of.themselveand

their view of females' expectations for them. Such clarification became

the basis for further examination of changing roles in interpersonal and

professional relationships, and of rale behaviors as they influence in-

stitutional climate and collegialiiy.

Understanding the System: Identifying Leadership Opportunities

Many professional women wish to increase their understanding of

system theory and to apply that knowledge to an understanding of their

own organizational system. Colleagues'with theoretical and bxperiential

expertise were recruited to conduct sessions on: kkthe functioning of

the forinal and informal systems; 2) sources of formal and informal power;

4410



3) university governance and committee rolei; and 4) the.decision-making

and dission-defining system of the uriiversity. Participants identified

issues which merited further study on isiues on.which leadership is

limited or lacking. They discussed Strategies for increasing the par-

ticipation of women in administrative, governance, and ad hoc or entr r

preneurial leadership roles, such as: 1) identifying power vacuums in

present leadership opportunities; 2) increasing participation in profes-

sional organizations and other organizations which offer visibility and

training in change agent behaviors; and 3) developing leadership issues

within the curriculm. Leadership opportunities exist wherever exchanges

of information, expertise, and energy are lacking, either within the

sub-systems within the institution, or between the university system

and its suppor.tkig environment.

Life Planning

While the development of five-year or ten-year plans is esSential

to the planned advancement and upward mobility of women, it As possible

to expand such planning activities to include an holistic approach to

P
goal setting for personal, interpersonAl, and professional growth. Ac-

tivites which include the design of life lines, trees of life, career

paths, or other symbolic representations of plans for growth often re-
,

veal 'buried or unacknowledged 4opes, expectations and potential. Im-

portant features of DELTA life planning activites included: 1) the

sharing of aspirations for the development of support; and 2) an oppor-

tunity to imagine the institution and the society of the future, and the

means by which the future might be shaped.

Change Agent Stratekies

Individuals can increase their unders,tanding of their own powet,

1 it



their ownership of their own leadtrship abilityv4nd their appreciation

for their ability to influence others and the lystem by exemining their

own change agent behaviors as initiator; or facilitators of change. DELTA

actilvites enabled participants: 1) to identify specific techniques they

had developed to create a positIve environment for change; 2)Ito talk

about the ways in which change enabled them to.expand or redefine their

self-concept; 3) to discuss the way in which they'ight elicit support

for changing their own roles; 4) to identify changes they expect to

make throughout the life cycle; 5) to share strategies for preparing

for change; and 6) to discuss ways in which they might function as agents

of change as colleagues within the institution.

Stress Management

Professional* are becoming inot-easingly aware of the creative and

the debilitating effects of stress on titeir health, relationships, pro-

fessional performance, and the organizational climate. Participants in

the DELTA stress management workshop used a rating sheet to measure the

stress caused by particular life experiences, professional roles, inter-

personal relationships, and persOnal ambition. They learned ways to

"develop: 1) stress reducing strategies; and 2) teehniques for coping

creatively with stress.

Institutional Astessment.and-policy Design Activities

While the capac1ty-bu1141ng approach to institutional change ini-

tially titrgeted women professionals as the training audience, the inte-
.

gration of female and male audiences vas an important strIttegy, for.the
4

creation of a collegial atmosphere within'which collaborative planning

for equity could occur. Workshops andrseminars conducted for and with
4

the leadership of women resulted tn the geneyation of equity issuei and

I



4.

in the acquisition of a spirit of cooperation which provided a foundation

of good will for integrated discussion (14 equity issues.

Itterface Activities

The project developed important liaisons with existing programs and

administrative units to insure that all of its generated coop-
.

eration rather than competition. From the beginning, the goal of the

project was to generate power by sharing power, and to avoid the dfifi-

culities-tnhertnt in reinforcing territoriality. The project sought op-

portunities for co-sponsoring programs and projects, for offering assis-

tance.to those who wanted to develop equity strategies in their own

fields and for activating.individuals to take leadership in their existent

roles. The project sought to become an affirmative'source of support

and energy to'unleash under-utilized or unrealized potential in indivi-

duals, programs and departments.

%.1.

The liaison- with the Kellogg.Project had the importalt ef ect of

encouraging the selection of four women and a black man as reci ents of

five administrative internships, and of influencing committee selection

and decisions. The liaison with the Forum Lecture Series and the Sum-

l'.....-'
mer Lecturi Series had the effect of co-sponsoring a number of speakers

on equity issues, inCluding Hefbert Goldberg, Warren Farrell and Jane

Trahey. The liaison with the mathematics departmenNin hosting_peila

Tobias' visit had the effect :)f-initiating,an on-going series of math

anxiety workshdps.

Project DELTA coordinated its activities with those of other ad-

ministrative units whenever possible. It also attempted to distribute

leadership responsibility to administrative units which could insure

on-going institutional implementation of equity goals. This effort ',Ms
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intensified during the second year of on-campus programming. While

continuing workshop and seminar activites, project staff assisted with

the deArelopment of a lecture,series featuring wOmen scholars from var-

ious academl.c disciplines, ATiith the4Initiation cif he-Geraldine Hammond

Chair of HumanistiStudies, with staff developtent activiOes in var-

ious administrative areas, with grant applications affecting Opportun-

ities for both n students and faculty, with search committee activ-

t
ities, with ca and cessing co seling of individuals, with

editorial as bats e far articl s and pape 8 of profetsionalf seeking

increased ii ty and mohility d with curricular revisions related

to the changing roles of women. Project staff,also sponsored informal

social events which were intended to maintain the internal support 'net-

.'

work which has been developed among women professionals.

Project staff encouraged individuals to become self-activating

agents of change by offering low visibility support to individuals who

could increase their own leadership effectiveness working within their

own departments, committees, professional organizations foryinCreasing

leadership opportunities for women. It was felt that it was important -

to slowly dect'ease tle on-campus visibility of the proj".t as the end

of the funding period approached; so that the,institution would continue

to implement project goals. The advisory committee has chosen to retain

its identity.to monitor the system and to provide on-gOing support to

individual and institutional change.

External Resource Personnel and Capacity Building

External consultants contribute legitimacy to a project Tocused.on

-19r
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intensive efforts to attain institutional change. They also proVq0e

excellent role models for those-who are intent upon increasing their

leadership skills and opportunities. External consultants who contri-

buted to the'first year's programming inciude Marjorie Downing Wagner,
.1*

Marjorie Bell Chambers, Sheila Tobias, Thomas Schaeffer, and Barbara

Uehling, Wichita State University graduate. The texts of their addresses

to Project DELTA audiences are included in the leadership manual, Design

for Equity: Women and Leadership in Higher Education. Consultants for

second year activities and for the Regional Leadership Conference included

Warren Farrell, Patricia Kosinar, Linda Moore, Jane Traey, Anne Wilson

Schaef, Dorothy Clark and Emily Taylor.'

External resource persons were useful to the project in a number of

important ways. They provided the kind of recognizable status and leg-

itimacy which often accrues to theOutside expert with a national repu-'

tation. The outside resource persons were selected as part of.the par.-

ticipatory design of decision.4claking. Faculty and, administrators were

able to use contacts wfth professional organizations, and othqr insti-

tutions to help locate experts in Various fields. The resource pvsons

were offered an extremely small honorarium for their contributions to

the project, so every attempt was made to give them regional visibility

witliin the developing network, and .to give them national visibility with i

the publication of their contributions to the project in the.leadership
. .

manual. External resoutce persons were effective in energizing the par:

ticipmits, and in helOing them assess their individual and the institu-

tional progress toward equity. Throughout the program, the emphasis was

in developing an institutional model of educational equity. Participants

ere encouraged to experience ownership in the process. Inevitably,

-20 -
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outside resource persons compared our campus favorably to other campuses,

/I\
with the effect that faculty And administration began to experience a

renewed sense of pride in this institution-and its receptivit to change.

The external resource persons demonstrated an on-going commitment to

Wichita State University's design.for equity process which has had far-
.

reaching effects in facilitating professional development, professional

advancement and professional mobility for Project DELTA participants.

6esign for Equity: Women and Leadership in Higher Education

Project DWA developed an exportable model for enhancing the entry

of women into leadership roles in higher education in the form-of a

_leadership manual efititleid, Design for Equity: Women and Leadership in

Higher Education. The manual was prepared to provide background infor-

mation oh the status of women in leadership positions in higher education,

to give an overview of the factors which provide opportunities-and ob-

stacles to the advancement of women in higher education,.and to summarize
4

the change strategies employed by Project DELTA in supporting change on

one campus. The manual brings together informafion and theory essential-

to the individual or institution working for increased equity in leader-
-

ship and in all other systemic areas. The manual is designed to be

useful to a persOh functioning within the informal or the formal organ-

izationalastructure, either out of personal commitment to the attainment

of institutional ecelity or out of administrative responslbilities.

The leadvship manual was designed for national dissemination.. It

was developed rior to the Regional Leadership Conference, and was dia-

tributed to participants to provide them with a &ommon body of knowledge

as background for the conference experience.

-21--
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Regionalq.eadership Conference and Network Development

The Regional-Leadership ConferenCA which was the culminating activity

of the two year project was offered to leadership teams from.post-secondary,

institutions from Federal Region VII. Participants were selected for

- their recognized commitment to women's equity and their leadership ability..

They were selected by developing a recruitment network based on first

year pilot study subjects, women's organizations, professional organize-

tions and word-of-mouth contacts. The decision to invite leadership teams

was based on the supposition that women_who returned to their campuses

to initiate institutional change would have better results if they worked

in self-selected teams. Tke decision to pair faculty leaders. and admin-

iAtrative leaders was made as a result of observations of the decision-

making process and the power structure on this campus. While traditional

leadership models have Locused onsthe sanctioned leadership role of ad-

ministrators, it was considered more practical to include both administra-

tcbrs,lettct.lesders Or the informal ore governance system atong confer-

ence participants, since change on behalf of equity has more often than

not been generated in the informal structure before being codified in the

formal structure. The inclusion of faculty leaders was also intended to

cultivate the aspirations oP women who were considered to have adminis-

trative potential.

The Regional Conference condensed the most valuable components of

the two-year on-campus program into a week long program of training ex-

periences,focused on Ipersonal, interpersonal,.professional and organi-

zational development. Conference sess'ions ,included content covered in

on-campus seminars and workshops and offered opportunities for parti-

cipants_to engage in collaborative problem-solving. The development
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-of a stipport network wan one of the MDSt important outcoMei of the con-

4
afereece. EMily Taylor, Director of the American Council on Education

Identification Prolect, spoke to the group and helped formulAte plans

wfth the four state identification projects for.increasing the visibi-

lity of and the communication between women seeking adminiatrative toles

in higher education.

Testine and Research Component

Project DELTA was funded to develop a battery,pf instruments'for.
t

the self-assessment of quallties.associated with leadership. The instru-

(ments were to be free ef gender bias in language, images and values.

They were to have zero gender correlation in items and scales. The in-
,

struments which were developed included the Roles, Coals and Values

instrument, the Decision Making Analysis, the Past Reinforcement Mea-

surement instrument, and the Self Assessmeet Instrument.

Norms for the four instruments were developed for professionals in

higher education. Pilot sample results were obtained by.administering

.the Instruments to female and male administrators and faculty in a sti-

tified sample of institutions of post-secondary education in Federal

Region VII. Results of the pilot study were analyzed for construct and

scale reliability and were revised at the end of the first year. Revised .

instruments were adminstered to female and male ad91nistrators anf faculty

A

from a national sample. Institutions of post,-secondary educatilon Were

included in the opulatien if they were'accredited by one of the six

regional accrediting associations, if they were co-educational and if

they bad males and females serving as administratovs and faculty. Insti-

tutions were randomly selected from the Educational pirectory, Colleges

and Uniyersities,v1976-77. The sampla was adjusted to stratifiation

-23-
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criteria to assure that it included representation of geographical dis-

tribution of types of institutions. Female administrators from these

institutions provided the snallest groups, so equail numbers of feinale

faculty, male administrators and male faculty were randomly selected

from the same institu ns io guarantee balance in the four groups.
_

The fow instruments were sent to 664 subjects in each of the four.

grvps. The return rate for,femele administrators was 46%;,for female

51,
.

, faculty, 37%; for malealliministars, 29%; and for male faculty, 27%.

r
No additiongl affortalrer made to indrease thelale response rate,

'although it was assumed that the most eqditable males mishE be thode

0
interese-in particiliating in the study.

Threekof theitour instruments resulted in zero gender correlations

inaicating bias free scales. The Self Assessment Instrument correlations.

inplicate a significant diffetence in role satisfaction for female'admini-

// 1
strators over male administrators and male and female faculty. Norms

and scale characteristics for all the insttuments'are included in this

repOtt.

Testing manuals mere developed for All four instrumdnts. Additionally,

Individual scale piofiletwere developed and were returned to subjects

,s

Vrf

par0.cipating in the study. ! ,.
.

.

Participanti in the Regional Leadership Conference were given the ke
--,

.

opportunity of taking the ter arid receiving profiles: Many ofthese
,

parpicipants, now, part of the regional network which is actively'supporting
Wa

the'American Council-on Education's Leadership Identification Project,

report that'they have found the ptofiles on the battery of instruments,

most useful forthe self assessment of leadership potential.

4*
%.0 4111

.
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act of Protect DELTA

Ai The actixities supported by Project DELTA had a positive impact on the self

image of 1./ioen prOfesstonals at Wichita State University.
. The Project enabled

involved participants to evaluate their own careers in relation to organizational

needs. Many women became more self-initiating in seeking leadership opportunities,

and in increasing their influence on the university. The Project was successful

in maintaining a facilitative role in assisting individuals in defining and attain-

ing.professional and organizational goals. The Project was successful in gaining

the active support of administrators. The participatory model of change proved

to be one which had positive effeets which will, hopefully, be far-reaching. The

en Itncement of_leadership potential and effectiveness is not easily measured. This

university resembles eVery other university in the country in that women are under-

represented in administrative roles. This university also resembles every other

university in the'country in the uncertainty of its ability to simultaneously

adjust tle economic, demographic and social change as it attempts to become a

model of equity. The two-year experience this university experienced in developing

a Design for Equity.generated greater understanding, commitment and ambition on t

the part of most participants in the experience. The effects of this experience

are summarized in the Evaluation Report included in the Appendix. The long range

. effects can be measured in the demonstrated commitment to work for social change
1 -

which will result in this university's becoming a medel'Of equity. It is im-

possible to Otimate how' long it will be eefore women and-Men.share equally in

the opportunities for and benefits of leadership.

A'

ar
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ADMINISTRATORS' ASSESSMENT OF INSTrTUTIONAL PRIORITIES

,AT WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY

A Design for_Equity workshop, attencled by 'the president, represenia-
tivez from the ranks of vice president, dean, associate dean, director,
chai*person, university committee, and'others, was conducted under the
auspices of Project DELTA on April 29, 1977.

Out of the deliberations of the participants there evolved a number
of specific recommendations for things to lonsider in an effort to im-
prove and increase possibilities for achieving equity on our campus.

These recommendations Were consequentlisent to 156 persons, including
all top administrative, officers, all participants in the April 29, 1977
workshbp, all chairpersons, directors', Coordinators, and faculty members
serving on various college and university committees. We received rec-
ommendations from 65 persons, or a 41.7% return. Three of these were not
included in our tally since they-were returned unsigned, leaving a 39.7%
actual return. Of this return, 3047% were from associate deans, deans,
assistant vice presidents, and vice presidents. Chairpersons, directors,
and coordinators comprised 41.9% of the returnz; 27.4% were from faculty
members serving,on vartous college and university committees. Below is
* list of the recommendations in aescending order according to percentage

Administrative Workshop Recommendations

1. Equalize salaries for women and men in all areas ok
the university.

2. Make sure that selection criteria are consistent and
clearly related to actual job duties for both men
and women.

3. Improve academic counseling, exposure of students to
career opportunities.

4. Recruit women for roles in central administration.

-28-
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74.2%

72.6%

72.4%

66.1%



5. Provide opportunities for women and minorities to ex-
perience administration on a temporary or experimental
basis.

6. Improve faculty's and staff's understanding of the
process by which people obtain assignments, positions,
etc., which lead to career development.

7. Improve the awareness level of women students in the
area of life planning and career development and edu-
cate female students about rewards to expect in non-
traditional fields.

8. Provide internships for jobs as they become available,
continuing an administrative internship program beyond
the Kellogg grant.

, 9. Train individuals who wish to be more active on campus
in committei effectiveness, administrative skills, etc.

10. Finance off-campua professional development, attendance
at meetings, eic., in an equitable way.

11. Provide institutional support for team research, released
time for research and scholarlY activities.

I consid4T this
important

65.6%

62.3%

62.1%

61.3%

59.7%

57.6%

55.2%

12. Improve recruitment of women and minority students, espe-
cially in areas in-which each group is under-represented, . 55,0%

144, Relow,tips, likant.lsaves100,absance-for 4cuity An4
.

others who wish to pursue additional graduate work. 54.2%

A. Encourage administrators to look for opportunities to
serve as role models and mentors for capable women with
whom they come into contact at Wichita State University, 53,2%

15. Increase number of role models for women students aild
professionals by increasing women in administrative and
faculty positions.

ApOintinue discussions of the true meaning of "equitY,"

i.e.
'

what is related to numbers, and what to equal access?

50.0%

50.0%



consider this
. important

17. Engage in,consciousness-raising to eliminate stereo-
typic thinking. 47.5%

.-

18. Ignore traditions which keep women out. "It's always
been that way". is not a sufficient reason to continue
with policies. 45.2%

19. Use lecture series and guest speakers as an opportunity
to provide role models. 43.3%

20. Effect attitudes of men and women on campus in order to
change the "Old Boy" system of promotion and career
development. 41.0%

21. Improve status of part-time faculty. 40.0%

22. Improve institutionally-supported services for faculty
in the area of child care, parental leaves, job-shpring.

23. Increase institutional commitment to affirmative action
by developing retrenchment policies and revising tenure
and pramotion policies which'recognize goals ahd aims of
affirmative action as priorities.

24. Improve campus understanding of objectives and accom-
plishments of the women's studies program.

25. Seek funding from internal and external sources to pur-
sue equity goals.

26.- Insitne seaYT and administration. N.

27. Include awareness of equity in orientation of students;
extend orientation over first year to handle pntry into
non-traditional fields, career counseling, etc..

40.0%

39.31

39.0%

%

38.7%

4.'38.3%

37.9%

28. Provide financial assistance for part-tin* women students. 37.3%

29. Improve communication between university and community
about positlion of Wichita State.University on issues, es-
pecially regarding the status of women. 35.0%

s



30. Establish a clearinghouse for information about
career mobility for women.

\31. Improve upwavl mobility for women, especial y from
classified to unclassified positions.

I consider this
import,ent

33.9%

33.9%

32. Obtain and use existing training programs for admin-
istrators (cf . ,University of California, University of
Misconhin, M.Svobodan, Assistant to the President). 33.9%

33. Generate support systems for husbands and families of
women Who have career aspirations which might disrupt
the traditional family system. 33.3%

14. Seek departmental support of OUTREACH Iogramis for
adult women. 33.3%

35. Develop,a math anxiety clinic.

36. Develop curricula ipecifically addressed to the needs
_of adult women.

31.7%

31.7%

37. Develop a faculty. exchange (e.g., between English and
Business Administration) for rotating visiting profes-
sorships in non-traditional areas. 31.7%

38. bffer courses in personal development, career develop-
ment, and confidence:building.

39. Recruit graduate students into non-traditional areas.

40. Provide financial support or staff women whO wish to
attend classes.

41. Impress the need for equity on Academic Planning and
Curriculum committees.

42. Rotate administrative positions.

43. Establish a center for support services for women.

44. Conduct workshops to train women in publishing techniques,
research topics.

30.5%

30.0%

30.0%

27.4%

27.4%

24,2%

21.7%



45. Deeignate specific target areas for the appoint-
,

consider this
_ --

important

mept of woe*. 21.0%

46. Institute policfes to facilitate the efforts of
women tudents to secure full and superb faculty
credentials. 20.0%

t' :
47, Appoint ombudspersons in several levels andkin

different areas for equity grievance. 12.9%
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PROJECT DELTA REGIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

RESULTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS ON PROBLEMS OF PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

,One session f the Regional Leadership Conference was devoted to
an aEalysis of k. profeesional problems of women in higher education.
Participanrs in luded women in faculty and administrative leadership
roles from a representative sample of institutions of post secondary
education in Federal Region VII. The Regional Leadership Conference
was the organizing meeting for what was envisioned as an on-going re-
gional network. The dtiscussion of professional issuef.was designed to
help leadership teams define areas of focus for organiiking action on
their own campuses, and to help establish areas in which mutual support
on a regional basis could enhance the leadership potential and perfor-
mance of participants and their colleagues.

1. Isolation

Problem:

Solution:

ft

of the Professional Woman

Women are often isolated in all-male or male majority
departments, and are not sought out either from within
or from outside of the department. Others are not
seeking these WOmegeas essential profesaional contacts.
Women need to iniolate contacts for professional visi-
bility and mobility. They need to develoP a system for
tdentifying those who can share information, opportun-
ities and support. They have to find ways to overcome
socialized inertia and passivity.

Problem: Woman are often isolated from both staff and superiors.
They lack ready access to.the power in the informal
system. They may be resented if they associate with
female staff. They may have only limited professional
contact with,superiore

Solution: Women need to develop support among women colleagues
.which may cross departmental or administrative boundaries.
They need to develop strategies for inclusion in infor-
mal gatherings in which rank distinctions are less im-
pottant. They may need to learn how to join .the men at
lunch or to jog on the athletic field.

Problem: Access to'communication, information and peer relation-
ships may be limited to departmental or administrative
unit groups, rather than being system-wide.

01/

Solunion: Women need to.develop a systems view of the organization.
They need to broaden their point of view by rounding_ out
both professional and personal interests. They need to
understand the social patterns of Male dominated groups.
They need to be able to discuss athletics if that is
necessary to keep their presence from being intrusive
or blocking. They need to show flexibility in their
own behavior to encourage men to broaden their role op-
tions.

-34-
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Problem: Women can be kept out of the mainstream because they
are overburdened with committee assignmients in organ-
izations in which there is ah attempt to. compensate for
the previous under-representation of wottn in the gov-
ernance structure.

Solution: Women can,be sensitive to achieving 4 bilance between
self interest and service by weighing tiie value of their
contributions to the organization and 0 their own
professional advancemtnt.'

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

(Solution:

There can be a social barrier between the wives of male
colleagdes andlemale administrators.
The female administrator can initiate informal contacts
with these women. She can also pursue common-inEerests
with these women as she would with any community con-

,

tact.

The woman professional who is new to an academic com-
munity may have a slower and more painful inclusion
process than her male counterpart.
The new person can try to develop contacts from ref-
erences from previous colleagues and contacts. Those
whorare established in the academic community can ini-
tiate activities designed to include newcomexs. Women
who are conscious of developing a support network can
invite newcomers to social and campus events. They can
plan informal gatherings to start the school year. Women
who have worked on search committees can take newcomers
under their wing. They can introduce newcomers to col-
leagues with whom they might share interests..

Problem: There are distinctions between personal ind professional
isolation. There is often a confusion between a woman'a
personal and professional associations. Women are some+
t Luta, .una14.6 t 0, =luau tment 41.140. Koiationships as men
sometimes do.

Solution: Women need to be experimental in seeking both professional
and personal.alliances. They can be self-defiping in

.

chOosing the degree of commitment they wish to' make, to

professional relationships. Professional support groups
are often essential to personal survival in an organization.

2. Professional Organizations as Career-Ladders

Problem: Professional women often ixperience difficulty in at-
taining roles and visibility in professional organizations
such as NAWDAC, AARE and AREA. They also often lack
,oxperience in using such professional affiliations to
increase professional mobility within their own univer-
sity.
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Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Women need to create mentor/mente relationships within
professional org nizations. They need to seek appoint-
ments to nominat ng committees. They need to nominate
women'who will erform well, and who have a'Chance to
win. They need to-publish in the journals of the or.-
ganizaxions in which they wish to hold office.

The power structure within professional diganizations
often seems eXclusive. The barriers do not seem per-

,

meable to newcomers.
Women who are active in "such organizetions need to begin
to initiate search for mentees as men Ao: They need
to expend their reference group to a professional rather
than a local identification. Such leaders need to become
more conscious of their responsibilities as role models
to young aspirants.

Problem: Women who attain recognition and responsibility in pro-
fessional organizations often succumb to the pfessure
to behave as tokens by serving as a representative of
"alliwoien" and by adhering to male dominance within
the group.

Solution: Women need to recognize their responsibility to advocate
equity principles and to continue to work to include
mord women in the decision-making process. They need
to resist adhering to the belief that their own in-
clusion represents the attainment of equity.

3. Professional Development: Publication, Paper Presentations, Grant-
Writing

Problem:

Solution:

". . . .

. .

'... t,-;-

It is difficult for the inexperienced grant writer to
.learn the basic principles of grant writing.
Professional women need to learn to initiate grant-
writing-projects. They-thearn &operable a committee
of experts to share ideas, skills and deVelvment ac-
tivities which çe.ult.jn funding and in organizational
readiness for tdplementation. In addition to.working
with experienced grant-writers, women professionals

.

'can follow the progress of funded greats on their own
campuses. They can Ofer to servo on advisory boerds
or as consultants to these grants. They can increase
their knowledge of grow administration ,as a technique
for preparing for grant application. They can also
read grant regulations in.their own fields, and in
interdisciplinary fields. ,Grants often require team
work. Women need to be available to function as part
of the teams which are being formed. Woman cop.study
the sqbject of grant-writing as an academic sibject.
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Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:
Soluti6n:

Problem:

olution:

"It is difficult to understand the principles of grant-
writing which contribute to funding success.
Most publications on successful.grant-writing, as well
as most proposal regulations stress the definition of
clear, measurable and needed outcomes which Are repli-,
cable. MOtt reviewers prefer clear, concise style which
is free of jargon. Reviewers also want clear4nformation
on the witAifications of the sponsoring institution and
the.proposed staff. They want a clear, bare-bones budget.
They are looking for projects Which urn reflect well
qn the funding agency, and which will contribute to, the
public good. They seek integrity, televance and exper-
tise.

It is difficult to understand how to organize the grant-
writing project to increase'the odds for funding.
It is important to allow sufficient time to gather in-
formation, develop consensus on goals and objectives
among the proposed staffr and to do thorough research
on the needp of the target audiedes6or the area of
research. It is important to tapaperts for special-
ized input. It is important to develop administrative
support within the institution so that the grant can be
seen as contributing to the mission of the institution,
rather than as draining resources from the staff, activ-
ities and mission.

It is difficult to plan successful publication st%tegies.
Professional woman can develop a.support netwvrk to en-
hance their succeskin publication as well as in other
areas of milessional development,. They can seek the
editorial assistance of their peers and mentors. They
can collaborate on publications projects. They can be
selective in the choice of journals to which they submit
their work. They can become familiar with the fOcus,
editorial policies and style of the journals to which
they submit. They can use the editorial suggestions froft
rejections to improve their writing. They,Fan solicit ,-

criticism from peers prior to submission.

,It is difficult to expand one's range of publication
oppoitunities.
Professional wOmen can increase,their risk-taking behavior
and initiation behavior. They can become more creative
in seeking new areas'of-professional development. They .
can volunteer editorial assistance, -consulting assistance
and collaborativeactivities to their colleagues. They
can volunteer to do book reviews and abstracts for jour-
nals of their professional associations. They can develop
short-term and long-range publication goals. They can
work on more than one publication goal at a time:
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4.

s

Problem:
Solution:

,

3

.a ,

IP.

It is diffiCult to get relognition for .publicationa4
It A imOrriant to know. how 6 call-titefattentfOn Of one's
colleagues Ind superiofs to one's,publAcstions. Inaddi-
tion to using the existing merit-system for rectIgnition;
one can seek editorial assistance or diallaborative ac- .

tivities from therepeeri. Qhe can Also offer such edi2:7
torial assistance tr.iose who, because of their rank

" 41 and status, may be iWufted in tileir.ability-ibeseek as-
sigtence:

Air
,

.-Ab

PrOhlem: It is diffiCult to iticrease.one's acceptance rate 'for,.
presentatioRs of papers. .

Again, it I. importánsLto'demelop a_support network ro'
increase professional'ftve ent opArtunities in the
presentation of papers a' pr eeioñal conferences.
Women pipfessionals can seek thliaasisteKce of success-
ful presenters, asking for tips ,. ndefstanding the
addience, on the, use of visual a 44andodts and sta-
tilt.lcal data;./?:)they can also seek Audiences wham they

Solution:

C,an use for rehearsals. Thsy tan ask" colleapes,to
criticize these rehearsals. 'They !can tape thear 're-
hearsals to'become better self-critics.

P

4. .Affirmettive Action: Problems and Possibilities

'The Affirmative Action officer is often isolated from
support which woula enhance the effectiveness of Affir-2
mative Action policies.
Women can develop support forlAffirmatiVeJ4tion'
forming either formal or informal advisory units e the .

Affirmative Action office. WomA6can active sup ort
Affirmative Action policies in their professio ied 1'

Problem:

Solution:

4'

committee roles. They tan volunteer to serve on s a
committees. They can monitor the system for openings
and tan utilize professiohal Organizations and regional
and,national networks to increase the recruitment ef
women for those op4nings.

'Ppoblem: -prievance"procedures.are often inadequate or are in-
adeqUately implemented.: There is ofttn a discrepancy
between the way proCedures are.impleMented for admini-
stration, faculty, staff and students.'

0 Solution: An &per) camodunicaeion system is lost Wective for -

..correcting inadtquacies,in procedures, implementation or
diff entikl application of procedures. Communication
prod occan be opened by innovative measures such as
bro lunch discuseidna ot the topic, the publication

, f ah Affirmati2e Action newsletter, and distributiOn of
o inionaires to measwre progress. Programs which have
as their mistion the correction of inequities cah share

-'their visibility and legitimacy'with Affirmative Action.

,
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Problem:

Solution:

Even though Affirinative Action policies are In effect,
it is often dlfficult to discern changing attitudes in
personn,l and in Ole student body.
Women and minorities can collaborate to plan educational
activities to explore and explain the principles of
racism, sexism and elitiqm. They can eductite peers and
itudents on the legal ramifications of discrimination.
They can publicize policies and decisions which contri-
bute to the correction of discrimination.

Problem: ,Underreprésented groups often divide rather than uniting.
Solution: Women and minorities can engage in information sharing

and in collaiporateve monitoring and educational efforts
to increase eheir mutual power.

5. Otrategies

Problem:

,Solution:

r

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

"Froblem:

for Career Mobility 'e

Women sometimes have special problems developing a career
overview.

Women need to be continually involved in self development
and self assessment. They need to continually do home-
work for present and futute positidhs. They need to
sxpand their ntions through reading, ehrough accrediting
new accomplishments, through career counseling and through
careful analysis of potential opportunitiessfor advance-
ment. Women deed to seek the ass,istance of,peers and -

mentors for career planning. They need to sponsor career
planning seminars. .They need to have counseling help in
preparimg risumes, rehearsing interviews and seeking op-
portunities. In a sense, every professional needs to
become a *killed iarser counselor.

Women are often trapped by the limited career mobility
associated with employmOnt at a particular type of in-
stitution.
WomenAleed to seek associations with professionals in
other types of institutions. They need to seek program
appearances, consulting opportunities and informal As-
sociations which may increase tile range of their oppor-
tunities. They need to engage in projects defined by
regional rather than institutional type boundaries.

Women ofeen wonder how employable they are in oticer
caviare.

Consulting activittes, publications and community er-
vice can all.increase one's accepts to related care r
Whs.

.

It.is important(to understand alte politics of career
advancement. to
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Solution: It is_ important for the professional to plot the career
delielopment of those holding the position* to.which one
aspires. It is also important to develop vita breadth

- so that additional paths open to one as one advances.

problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

It is difficult to anticipate the interview and selection
processes when one is interviewing for a new position.
Membership on search committees provides.good preparation
for this aspect of career development. Professionals
who actively engage in career.development processing
with colleagues can rehearse interviews, and can learn
to anticipate search committee concerns. It is tram-tent
to learn as much background information regarding the
institution and the Oosition as possible.

Women often find themselves limited by invisibility,
tokenism, and dead-end positions.
Women can claim more power,in the selection process by
becoming active in--nominating other qualified wamen, by
keeping in touch with existing networks, by forming net-
works where none exist, and by continually monitoring
the system for openings. Women can overcome their sense
of their own limitations by learning to nominate them-
selves, by becoming 'more visible in committee activity,
in publishing and in university governance and coamunity
activity.

Women aie often limited by being place-bound rather than
by being career bound,
It is important for women to explore alternatives ihrough
close association with others who have experimented with
commuting, with alternating location choice between hus-
band and wife, and with other compromises which increase
mobility. Additionally, it is important to take a life-
span view of one's mobility rather than to assume one's

esituation will remain unchanged. Thbse who 1ack geograph-
ical mobility can create more innovative approaches to
Organizationil mobility.

Women often experience role conflicts resulting from home/
family/career.
Women need to actively develop support for resolving such
conflicts. Current research indicates that women .profes-
atonal. experience higher degrees of role satisfaction
in family, interperional and professional roles than do
men. This evidence suggests that conflict may be associated
with satisfaction. /cis important for women to recognize
the benefits of developing role flexibility.

Women often-I4ve to overcome special problims related to
sen*itivity to personal isisues such.as those reAated to
age discrimination, to,personal insults, and tolother
assertiveness issues.
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Solution: Women need to undertake group and individual study of
the socialization process they must ovetcome in order to
internalize alnew, positive self image. Support groups
are now giving women new skills in coping with personal
growth.

6. Leadership

Problem:
Solution:

Skills .4

It is difficult to set objectives which can be implemented.
Objectives which are made by consensus are often more .

easily implemented than those which come down from a
designated leader to those who are to do the implementing.
When objectixes are created in a collaborative process,
the participants can identify those congruent with their
own skills and interests..

Problem: Committee membership sometimes poses more difficulties
than committee leadership, in that it is more difficult
to organize the meeting and to encourage other committee
members to become actively engaged in the committee mis-
sion.

Solution: As a committee member, one can ask that minutes include
only decisions made and names of those responsible for
implementing decisions, along with the deadline for the
implementation. It is important that absences not be
allowed to slow down the decision-making process.

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Women often find they have fewer opportunities for lead-
ership experilnce than they wish.
Leadership experience can be increased for those who
are willing to actively seek coimnittee experience, by
nominating themselves, by making their interest in par-
ticular committee assignments known to those who make
the appointments, by sitting in on committees in4olved
in decisions in which they have an interest. Women can
also find mentors who play leadership roles in areas of
special interest. Leadership training programs sponsored
by post-secondary educational institutions and by pro-
fessional associations often provide not only training,
but institutional awareness of oliggs potential mobility.

.11111h

The acquiition of budget skills is often difficult for
women to obtain, since they are more likhly,to be in
positions in which they lack budgetary cohtrol.
Women can seek positions which require budgetary deci-
sions. Sometimes this experience can be obtained in
protessional or community organizations. Budget skills
can be acquired through academic study. Astute pro-
fessionals gather as much bitiset information on their
own institution* as possible., Such information is es-
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sential to the development of a tiystems view of the
institution. The budget expressos the priorities of a
given institution. It is important to develop an over-
view of the changing trends in institutional mission
as revealed in the budget. Sensttivity to the financial
priorities of the institution will enable ono to anti-
cipate areas of possible professional development which
will increase one's value to the institution. Politi-

.

cally, one can work to increase the congruence between
the institutional mission and the budgetary priorities.

Problem: Professional, often have problems finding the necessary
time to devote to planning and priority setting.

Solution: It is important to be able to ask for time and to con-
sider it a legitimate priority when good ideas, requests,
assignments come to one. It is important to be able
to predict the amount of time, energy and personal com-
mitment each assignment or project will demand. It is
important to keep personal priorities assssed so that
one knows when to accept new challenges and when to wait.

7. Effecting

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:
Solution:

Institutional Change

It is important to develop a process for identifying
goals and philosophies.
It is ipportant to-devise both a strong and a hard data
base and a published time schedule for change. It ia
important to do the homework necessary for a strong
presentation of the case for change, end have a number
of alternative plani'in mind. It is important to be
willing to work for high goals in order to achieve
medium goals.

It is important for leaders and for institutions to
learn to initiate rather than to respond.
It is possible to develop the ability to anticipate
problems, and to plan alternative courses of action.

Change agents must always learn to deal with those who
rosistchange.
Change agenti need to identify persons with the will and
the power to effect and support change. They need to
know how to present the benefits of change in positive
ways that reduce resistance. They need to know how to
reduce the threat to,resistors, and to see what is at
stake with resistors. They need to take the time to
mork with individuali, exercising patience and persuasion.

Many changes are blocked because'of financial limitations.
Many are. On the other hand, many changes never go boYond
the "what-if" phase because change agenti-are oftih un-
certain about the cost benefits of uninvestigated changes.
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Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

Problem:

Solution:

It is important to study peAr institutions, professional
literature and conferince proceedings to become ac-
quainted with the implementation techniques possible
for any given change.

The absence of on-going evaluation procedures often
inhibits institutions from engaging in theyidentification
of neded changes.
One can often encourage committees to undertake the
gathering of data essential to development. It is im-
portant for institutions who face enrollment declines,
inflation problems, or other financial exigencies to be
pro-active in planning. Higher education is_gping to
become more-eviIiittiOn'ofientia-in'the future. The ad-
ministrator or the faculty leader who develops evaluation
skills will become more valuable to the institution.

Women find it difficult to advance in institutions in
which there are no women in central administration.
Some institutions are so resistant to change that up-
wardly mobile women reach a plateau from which they move
to another institution. Such women often observe that
they have prepared the institution to consider women
simply by their action of having moved upward and else-
where.

f

What techniques can one use to help an institutia to
overcome its resistance to change?
External funding, consultants from elsewhere, special
interest groups formed within,-careful reading of exar-
nal forces for change, and the study of change as an
academic subject all play a part in changing the climate
for change.

Some women report that they cannot act as chinge agents
withOut Aar of reprisal. They often feel that they are
required-to be even more conforming than men.
There is no question but what there are double standards
of role expectations which affect the way in which women
will byeinforcid for working for change. The subjects
of lead rship style, of effective change agent behavior
and of patterns of social change are major subjects. The
investigation into these areas of study has juit begun.
Women can become researchers of their experience. They
can form support networks to share As much of their ex-
perience as possible with other women. They can share
the wisdom of ,their strOgles with each other and with
their colleagues.
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EVALUATION REPORT

by

Dr. Annette TenElshof, Tulane University

Evaluation of First Year Workshops

Overall, the participants viewed the personal aspects of the workshops
in a positive way. Participants expanded their perspectives of themselves
and of women colleagues. Approximately 70% of the women saw the workshops
as relating to their personal concerns, and over 80% saw them as relating
to their professional concerns. Percentages related to the participants'
increased sense of personal and professional worth were somewhat lower,
which was frequently explained in the "comments" section of the question-
naire as being due to the fact that participants had a sense of their own
personal and professional worth prior to attending the workshops. Concerns
were often 'elated to their perception of others' recognition of their
personal and professional worth. Through the year, almost 80% of the.par-
ticipants developed new goals for themselves.

A further illustrCtionAff thie interest in the workshops was the large
percentage of participants-wishing to have an ongoing relationship with
DELTA through participatioA. Of those responding, 73.3% indicated that
they hoped for ongoing participation. Almost 60% of those participating
reported keeing new ways in which chey could become effective in bringing
educational equity to the campus. This becomes more significant when
one considers that the response indicated a willingness to become more
active. For a number of women, this may bea first step in helping shape
their own and other women's futures.

Over 90%.of the participants felt the workshops facilitated group inter-
action. Workshops were designed to give participants opportunities to
voice their views and to play leadership roles. About 90% also saw the
activities as appropriate to the program. About 80X of the participants
saw the programs as ,being well-organized. About 50% of the participants .

saw the timing of the programs as appropriate, while about 30%were not
sensitive to the issues of timing.

-In'geiteral, the responses to .the workshops indicate that they were reis-
ponsive to personal and profesiional concerns of participants. Partici-.

11

pants were abla to set goals for the elves and to move.from these goals
to focui on goa sclu,be for ity. Also the workshops semed appropriate and
well-organized for tho *pressed g ls of Project DELTA. Evaluation data.
indicates that the prograw-hae been effective to date.



As the program progressed, people participating became aware of gen-
eral equity concerns. As this concern developed, they expressed a need
for more skill development and for taking a more active role in implement-
ing goals related to equity. (See Table 1)

EvaluatIon of Second Year Workshop,

From the workshop evaluations the data was gathered to determine the
effectiveness of the workshops presented. Eighty-one percent of the par-
ticipants felt that the workshops related to their personal concerns in a
positive way. About 70% indicated that the workshops related to their
professional concerns positively. Through participation in the workshops,
about 68% found that their personal worth was enhanced and 55% were able
to Idehtify new goals :)t- themselves. Ninety-one percent of the indivi-
duals felt that the workshops were well-organized and 77% indicated that
the timing of the workshops was convenient. From the workshop experience,
64% of the attendees felt they had learned new ways to facilitate equity,
and 87% wished to continue their involvement with DELTA projects. (See
Table 2)

The individual workshops had very positive responses. Eath leader was
seen as effective by about 90% or more of the participants. Similarly, the
sessions were felt to be appropriate,for Project DELTA by 88% to 95% of-
the attendees.

Ma.

Overall, the responses of the Project DELTA participants were very posi-
tive.. To arrive at a further understanding of what was happening to the
individuals, several of their comments are listed:

"I/11 definitely pursue-a master's degree."
"I got information which will be very useful in my teaching."'
"New techniques for dealing with being the only woman.at a meeting."
"I realize how critical it is to set your goals and just not let your

life adapt to what comes your way."
"I'm making an examination of my values and role as a person."
"I'm leaving and going on4po'get my Ph.D.."'
"I/m setting up a real network."
"I'm going to be less emotional and.better prepared in some stressful

areas."

EValuation of the Regional. 1,eadership ConferenCe

Bach Regional Leadership Copference.participant was given an evaluation
form to help in the determination of the effectiveness of the conference
and materials. The first area to be considered is,the manual, Desigh for
;quity: Women and Leadetwhip in Higher Education'. Eighty percent of the
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attendees fblt that the manual helped them in preparing for the confer--
ence. In addition, over 91% of the participants felt that the manual
provided an overview for understanding the need for leadership equity in
higher education. The manual was helpful to 52% of the women in assess-
ing their own leadership aspiratione and opportunities. .The response to
the manual wae very positive, with Many of the participants requesting
extra copies or asking where they would be able to purchase copies of
the manual. (See Table 3)

.The benefits of the 4onference to the individuals seemed to indicate
positive results to them personally and professionally as well as to
their institutions. About 80% felt that the conference had been useful
to them in terms of their personal concerns. Further, 83% suggested that
the conference had been useful to them in terms of their professional
concerns. Almost 70% saw the conference as a way of focusing on methods
to facilitate equity and about two-thirds identified goals which they
intended to implement at their,institutions. These last two statements
are Important for they indicate that capacity-building for the model
has been initiated. Also, 58% of the women had identified new profession-
al goals for themselves. One of the most significant aspects, and a
factor which could have long-range'impact, was that over 912 of the par-
ticipants felt that a regional professional hetwork had been developed.
A number of the women began sharing information about positions which
were available, or which would become available, for thorte women inter-
ested in looking for new jobs. They were giving the new network imme-
diate business.

e individual sessions were rated from 1002 positive responses to a
low o 23%. AA the sophistication of the audience was high, and its ex-
posure o many different programs and conventions was above average, this
result could be anti9ipated. The participants seemed most responsive to
the speakers who had national reputations and were well-known in higher
education. The participants were less happy with small groups and self-
leadership. This may be attributed to the fact that most of the women
are leaders on,their awn campuses, and when in the group, felt that they
should have the leadership, or were less willing to permit a peer to
have the leadership. The minority panel of the conference brought frus-
tration to many of the women, for they wished to share in the concerns of
minority women, but were not given suggestions or recognized as under-
standing the,problem. The group was very nthusiastic about Barbara
Uohling's presentation, "The Woman Professional: Which Way Is-Up?" and
Jane Trahey's speech ahd discussion concerning.power.

From the comments *section of the evaluation, several statements were
selected which represent the majority of the participants' opilions:

"After two years workshopping, plus giving thought to these issues
constantly in a variety of contexts, I sort of doubted I would find any-
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thing new in an extended experience of this kind. I was wrong--I have
had several valuable 'epiphanies,' refinements of earlier perceptions
and acquired a few new wchniques that will be useful to me personally
and professionally: . . ."

"Appreciate having DELTA as a model."
"Networking system beginning a positive step--knowing other women

administrators is both helpful in a practical way and personally ins-
piring (role models)."

"I'm stimulated for my perisonal growth and growiliblor our institution."
"A really stimulating group of participants and speakers!"
"The staff and resource people were excellent."
"You brought to closure a most meaningful and complicated event. The

diversity of backgrounds in the participants was 40th a strengtil and a
weakness; a strength in that it provided interacticin at a personal and
professional level between women in the academic and non-academic areas
of the University family and at various levels of their career develop-
ment; a weakness in that the diversity made it dif44t to establish a
strong peer base with whom more specific and parti u -professional
problems and posaible solutions could be.shared."

A further comment which a number of the participants mentioned was
related to the lengthiof time for the conference. Several recomnended
a shorter conference; however, they usually qualified their statement
with a question as to whether or not the program could have' been pre-

. sented in a shorter time frame.

An important validation for the model presented, which clearly shows
in the data, is that the responses of the local participants and the
regional participants to the same personal questions show similar re-
sults. For example, "the, workshop or conference related to personal
concerns," was true for 81% of the local participants versus 80% for
regional participants; "helped me identify now goals," 55% for local
participants versus 58% for regional participants; "focused on ways to
facilitate equity," 64% for local participants versus 68% for regional
participants. Considering the differences it the groups, this data
becomes significant replication.

Overall Evaluation

This evaluation was,made through4nterviews with each of the ad-,
visory board members. This group vat involved in the project for Ywo
years and probably has a broader view of the project than any other
persons, whether participant or obierver. The members of the advisory
committee were asked the following questions: 1. What do you see as
the strengths of the program? 2. What do you see as the weaknesses of
the program? 3. What do you feel the long-range impact of the program



will be? 4. Is the model developed at Wichita State University exportable
to other campuses, and if it ii, under what circumstances? N5. What ie
the effect of the program on minority women? 6. Did the campus workshops
help in the planning of the Regional Confirrence? 7. What general comments
do you have to make about the program? Finally, each was asked for an
overall evaluation on a scale from one to five with five leing high.

In drawing the material together the following topics were used: the
leadership of the project, the effects on the women and men, the program,
and the institution. From these topics, the strengths, the weaknesses and
the impact of each will be summarized.

The Staff

First, the staff,leadership of the project wIll.be viewed from the eyes
of the advisory committee. The strength of the staff Was that it had an
attitude which made the project acceptable to the campus. This was impor-
tent as many of the advisory committee were concerned that the,program
would be revolutionary in nature and this frightened them. Descriptions
of "not offensive" and "non-militant" were used to differentiate the pro-
ject from what are feared by society as some aspects of the women's move-
ment. Also, they felt the staff of the project was dedicated and hard-
working. Throughout the duration of DELTA, the advisory committee was
able to note growth in the staff members who were responsible for the pro-
ject. As the project progressed, the staff took more leadership and
found it was leas dependent upon the advisory committee. The members of'
the campus community supported and respected the staff. This became ex-
ceedingly important as the project developed a high degree of visibility
on,the campus. The director and her staff maintiined an appropriate image
for the examination of and commitment to equity, which by moat was consider-

. ed a delicate issue.

The Women

The women on the Wichita State University campus probably derived.the
most benefit from Project DELTA. The women on the campus changed their
attitudes about themselves--they were able to Make self-assessments and,
from these, raise their aspirations and set new personal and career goals.
Through tho project they were able to learn new skills and concepts and
find a supportive atmosphere in which to practice them. A network of
women was formed on the Wichits State University campus and an awareness
of the resources of the other women on campus was developed. Women came
together without a crisis situation,to help and support each other, an4
to discuss issues, A forum was thus provided on the campus. The admiais-
trative role became an acceptable role for women to expect of themselves.
Administrative skills were learned, shared, practiced, and expected by
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Ale
other members of the *varsity community. Competent women became visi-
ble in the university setting--Wichita State University became aware of
its woien: Women came to DELTA for many 'concerns; i.e., job problems,
equity, and they were able to find help and solutions in the university.

Tfie weaknesses of the project for the women were that not all the
women on campus were changed--not all of the women were able to internal-
ize the values of the project and the learning they were gaining. Fur-
ther, not all of the women participated in the project--all''faculty and
professional women were invited; however, a number 4id not become involved.
A number of, students, community people, and classified people would haie
.liked to ba invited, but were not. Some minority women and some success-
ful women lid not feel that the project met their needs.

The long-range impact for the women is that they have developed a new
sense of themselves which will make them more effective in their present
positions, in committee responsibilities, and-in higher positions when
they become available. A number of the advisory committee were anticiL-
pating the deyelopment of a plan.f c 'the university to, enhance the oppor-
tunities for women and ensure equity

k
The women have grown through the

two years of the project; they have become more assertive and have sof
new goals for themselves; they have been employed in a few entry level
administrative positions; and the women on campus have a strong'network.
The advisory c. ttee saw the prospects as excellent for the future of
the women on v e Wichita State University campus.

The Men

The male administrators on the campus also experienced change.. They
became more aware as reflected in their conversations and behavior to-

'wards women; they showed an increase in sensitivity and responsiveness-
to the needs of women. The men had a number of opportunities for learn-
ing and for trying out some of.their'new unditstanding. The men had
their thinking challenged and found some new solutions to problems of
equity within the university.

The weaknesses in the program,for men were that there\were not enough_
opportunities for the'men to participate. A lumber of sei:ions built

Ilii-tb%
the support of the men, but mot.* follow-up was need' or 'hem. Although
the men were exposed to a.lot of information, the quest aria.. as.to
whether the objectives of the program have been internaliz d hy them.

-,--.

,

The long-range impact'of the program for the men will.be dependent on
the degree to which they are committed to equity and the amount of true
change wy.ch has otcurred. Some Men see the need to include women on the..

"Old Boy' network and are willing to take steps to iaclude the waiken.
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The men have grown through the experience 'of Project DELTA and are be-
ginning to understand the language of aspiring women.

The Program

- Two of the strengths of Project DELTA are its products, the manual,
and the tests. These two products will have,nationwide appeal to a
broadly-based audience in higher education. Another strength of the
program was the liaison with the Kellogg program, one result of which
was the selection of five women interns, AviVing them an opportunity
to test their interest in administration by working with a person who
is presently in an administrative position. The program was carried
out in a professional style and'programs were always well-organized
and well-planned with speakers and facilitatOrs who were excellent in
their fields. The individual sesatons were open to everyone, and the
recruitment for them wis done in a positive manner. Finally, the pro-
gram made people aware of the problem regarding equity on the campus.

Weaknesses of the program were listed 0 a possible communication
problem early in,the project, and a question regarding the strength of
the people being brought in as role models.

The manual and the tests will have obvious A.ong-range impact. Also,
the project set models for collaboration and cooperation between men and
women. This style of men and women working together will4be Ongoing for
the university not only in this setting but in many others.

The Institution

For the institution, one of the foremost strengths is the fact that
Wichita State University had the project and that the facilities and the
resources were made available. Project DELTA 'gave visibility to women
and legitimized their leadership role throughout the campus; thus, the
university learned more &boa the female part of the university resource.
The institution gained regional and national recognition from the pro-
gram. Also, a number of university,problems and concerns were solved
through the Project DELTA xperience.

The only weakness listed,'which may also servo as a suggestion for
the future, was the need to institutionalize DELTA processes.

The long-range impact for the institution is the beginnin$ of an
androgynous system which seems to be ths,most apprOpriate kind for an,
educational setting. Also, placing a woman in a high-level adminititta-
tive position 4hould ocour wi4lin the next two to five years. Since
there were po vacancies'-in a majorAidministrative position during..the
duration of Projpct DELTA, no appointments,of women could be made, Thi'
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institution', however, has recognized the.probleq of "no Women" in the
central administration and ;he deanit pohitions. aaving Project DELTA
at Wichita State,Univers4ty'gave the impetus tor the state.of Kansas .

to approve the Center fin. Women's Itudies at the institution. There
was a feeling.from the varioUs pale members of the advisory committee
that an iniptaionalized commitment to women had been made. ln addi-
tion9 the institution hat tapped into a netWork.of resource peo,V..e
whA.Ch may have further,implications for the university.

An Exportable MOdel

. The advisory committee unanimously agreed that Ltp exportable.model
had been prOduced;.howeVer-,. a numbee wished to suggest qualifiCations,

'and others wished to state why ihey felt positively. The qualifica-
'pions were that,at anyjnstitution the program Would need leaderShip
and support cram the inetitution, preferably frop the president, and
those sponsoting theyroject would need to be diplomatic. Also, the

. program would have to develop within the plimate of the campus and be
structured to fit the particular environment.

Minority Womfp

All minority women were. inVited to alf iunctions and extra efforts
were mule to ensure their involvement,. Min6rity women at Wichita-
State University comprise 8% of faculty,and.administrative women; and,
6% of the participants in DELTA dn-campueivents for women were minor-
ity women. 'There were some:good results with the minority wemen; how-

I elier,,che results did not seam to be comminaurate with the effort. A
,number of minority women did not.identily with the.group "women" for
they did .not feel that they would be atilt to gain from the experience.
They were distrusiful of the prograni.ae an aititicial environment for
sharing; rather, they prefer a natural development of-relationships
outside any -predeteritined-format where white women may learn what black
woMen have to of,per. "the,issue of "ratlike s/ continues to arise; it seem
that more time.Will he taquired before the trust level for maximum par-
ticipation can occur.

Staff Statistics:

1st year, 2nd /tax

PrOfessional Staff* white'men 2 ' .2
4

white women 4 4

minor*ty yom.en , 1 3

.
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Staff Statistics: (continued)

1st year 2nd year

Administrative Staff white women 1 2

minority women 1 0

0 Advisory Committee** whitimen 3

minority men 1

white women 3

minority women 1

Adt_j_jr_ict Staff*** white men 2

white women \20

mthority women 1

4

External Consultants white men 1

white women 4

3

2

1

0

1

6

mihority women 0 1

Workshopi on campus- and the Regional Leadership Conference

The advisory committee unanil'iously felt Chat the campus workshops7were
preparatory for. the Regional Leadership Conference- The Regional COnfer-
'enc. was the culminating activitY forthe two years of Project DELTA.
There were Some differences in the audiences of the two groups. The con-
ference participants held higher-ranking levels than the:cappus partici-
pants; however, this was by design. The Regional Conference attendees
had more experience end sophistication than the campus group, again by
nature of the,fto gniups. On campus there was a self-selection process

*Excluding one-time only honoraria recipients
**Excluding ex-officio proessional staff
***Once only consultini hon ria,

44'
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for each event, while at the Regional Conference the participants were
expected to attend all of the sessions. The Regional Conference was
composed of about one-ehird facm,Ity, one-third adminstrators, and one-

, third people with faculty and administrative responsibilities. The
Wichita State Univere/ty group yas primarily faculty.

Thccomparativeiresults for the grouph on the reactions to the
various.personal sections of ihe evaluation for workshops and thc con-
ference were very similar, which may suggest that the needs and res-
ponses to equity by women are the sameregardless of level.

a

a.
Final Comments

c

The comments included statements like, 4m glad it happened," "It
A

was worth the time, money and effort," "The program needs to be con.:-
tinued," and, "Success will bring more success." A recommendationly#s
mad tkat a report should goi,to the faculty and administration whiCff
would idclude steps for moving .forward.

On a scale of one to five with five as high and one-low, the advisory
committee gave the project a composite rating of over four (4.2).

In conclusiOn; the goals of the project were met. The environment at
Wichita State University is more positive towards women in administratien:
The leadership and administrative skills of women have been &walloped
through workshops on the cameus and in the Regional Leadership Conference.
The wofkshops, the Kellogg internships, the conference, the manual, and
the tests will provide and have provided'suOportive services for women.
wsuing careers in academic administration, and mill be a basis for the
dissemination of the activities of Project DELTA. If women can redUce
the barriers to administrative positions, this will happen ibon. As the

(advisory committee projected, a major posit'ion will go to a woman at
Wichita State University.in two to five years. The groundwork has baen
labk to change attitudes and develop awareness. The equity model, tha
,manual,'Dosign for Equity: Women and Leadership in Higher, Education, and
the tests, are the major activities as described in the proposal, and all
are now complete.

-54--
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Table 1

Evaivation of First Year Workshops

Positive 'Neutral Negative

PERSONAL

Workshop relates to' ( 82)
personal concerns 70.69%

Workibop relates to 95)

professional concerns 81.90%

Workshop enhahces personal ( 51)
& professional worth' 57.96%

Workshop helped identify '( 55)

(22)

18.97%

(14)

12.07%

(21i

23.86%

(38)

(12)

10.34%

(12)

10.34%

(16)

18.18%

(25)
new goals for self 46.61% 32.20% 21.19%

ORGANIZATIONAL

Workshop well- ( 72) ( 8) ( 7)
organized 82.76% 9.20% 8.04%

Workshop facilitates ( 77) ( 4) ( 4)

group. interaction 90.59% 4.705% 4.705%

Workshop fulfilled activities (106) ( 8) ( 4)
& pals of,program 89.83% 6.78%

N
3,39%

.
'

Timing of workshop . ( 74) (42) (10)

convenient 58.73% 33.33% 7.94%

EQUITY

0Workshop focuses on ways ( 70)

to facilktate equity 58.33%
(30)

25.00%
(20)

16.61
.

Desire for participation in
1

.( 88)
other DELTA projects 73.33%

(21)

17.507.

(11) ,

9.17%

Tift51

(116)
100%

(316)

100%

( 88)

100%

(118)

100%

( 87)
100%

( 85)
100%

(118)
100%

(126)

kon

(120)
100%

(120)

100%



Table 2

Evalustion.of Second Year Wbrkshops

Workshop relates to
personal concerns

Workshoplrelates to

professional concerns

Workshop enhances personal
& professional worth

Workshop helped identify
new goals for self

Workshop wall-
organized "

Timing of workihop
convenient

,z

%.

Workshop focuses on ways
.to facilitate equity

Desire for participatien in
other DELTA projects

4

Neutral telegative otal

ERSONAL

(54)

81:82%

(46)'

69.702

(44)

67.69%`

( 8)

12.12%

(16)

24.24%

(18).

27.69%

(4)

6.06%

(4)

6.06%

(3)

4.62% \:

(35) (20) V (8)
55.55% 31.75% 12.70%

ORGANIZATIONAL

(60) ( 3) (3)

90.90% 4.54% 4.54%

(50) (12) (3)

76.92% 18.46% , 4.622

EQUITY

(42) ,

64..61%

(57)

87.69%

(66)

(66)

(65)

(63)

li

(4)

(65)

K16). (7) (65)

24.62% 10.722

( 6) (2) (65)

9.23% 7 3.08%

(Table 2 contin(ied on next page.)
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Trible 2

Evaluatiop of Second Year Workshops

(Continued from previous page)

Positive Neutral Nesative Total

INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS

Kosinar: leader effective

r

appropriate for DELTA

Moore: leader effective

appropriate for DELTA

-
Farrell: leader eifective

appropriate for DELTA

k

(21) ( 0), (1) (22)

95,45% 0% 455%
r

(21) ( 0) (1) (22)

95,45% 0% N. 4,55%

.

(26) ( 0) (1)- (27)

96.29% 0% 3,70%

(25) ( 1) ,1 (1) (27)

92.60% 3.70% 3.0%

(15) ( 1) (1) (17)

88.24% 5.88% 5.88% 100%

(14) ( 2).
//'

(161
87.50% 12.50% 0% 100%

4171r
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Table 3

Evaluation of the Regional Leadership Conference
1'

1.

2.

3.

Positive Neutral Negative Total

MANUAL

Preparation for (36) , ( 6)
conference 80% 13.33%

Overview of need (42) ( 4)
in higher education 91.30% 8.70%

Helped assess personal (24) (19)
leadership aspiratiOns 52.17% 41.30%

( 3)

( 0)

0%

( 3)

6.52%

(45)

(46)

(46)

PERSONAL RESULTS OF CONFERENCE

4. Useful for personal (38) ( 5) ( 5) (48)
concerns 79.16% 10.4ft% 10.42%

5. Useful for professional (40) ( 4) la( 4) (481
concerns 83.33% 8.33% 8.33%

6. Helped focus on ways to (32) (10) ( 5) (47) '

facilitate equity 68.08% 21.28% 10.64%

7. Ldentification of new (28) (11) ( 9)" (48)
professional goals 58.33% 22.912 18,76%

8. Identification of goals to be (32) (10) ( 6) (48)
implemented at my institution 66.67% 20.83% 12.50%

9. Identification of professional (44) ( 4)
4

( 0) (48)

S network 91.67% 8.33% 0%

-58-
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Table 3

Efialuation of the Regional Leadership Conference

(Continued from previous page)

PositiNte Neutral Neiative Toial

EVALUATION OF EVENTS

10. Women and Leadership

11. Personal Leadership
Assessment

12. The Female System:
lirhe White Male System

13. Role Conflict: . We and
Female Values in the System

14. Stress Assessment--
,

../ Stress Management
,

15. On Women, and Powsr

16. Activities Concerning
Power Issues

17. Minprity Women

18. The Woman Professional:
Which Way Is Re

19. Small Croup I

20. Small Group II

21. Action PCoenning

-59-

(33)

75%
( 8) ( 3)

18.18% 6.822
(44)

(19) ' (12) (11) (42)
45.24% 28.58% 26.19%

(29) (10) ( 5) (44)

65.92% 22.72%11.36 %
,

(20) (10) . (17) (47)
42.55% 21.28% 36.17%

(18) (13) (16) (47)
38.30% 27.66% 34.042

(38) ( 4) ( 5) (47)
80.85% 85.11% 10,64%

f38) ( 5) ( 4) (47)
80.85%

,

10.64% 8.51%

(10) ( 9) (24) (43)
23.26% 20.93% 55.81%

(47) ( ( 0) (47)
'pox

(24) (12) ( 7) (43)

55.81% 27.91% 16.282

(17) (17) ( 9) (43)

39.53% 39.53% 20.94%

(22) ( 6) ( 6) (34)
64.70% 17.65% 17.65%
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iIGURE 1: A HEURI3TIC MODEL FOR PREDICTING SUPERORDINATE MD
SUBORDINATE ROLE BEHAVIORS

AUTHORITARIAN

Extrapunitive
"No-sayer"
Subjective
Retains.Power
Diminishes Subordinate

(SwitneY, 1970)

.SUPERORDINATE ROLES

EQUALITARIAN OR
PARTICIPATOR

Impunitive
"Truth-sayer"
Objective
Shares Power
Respects Subord-^
inate PERMISSIVE

Intropunitive
"Yes-sayer"
Subjective
Exalts Subordinate.

REBEL

Extropunitive
"No-sayer"
Subjective
Seeks Power
Diminishes
Superior

'V

CRITIC-
C07-OPERATOR

Impunitive
"Truth-sayer"
Objective
Shares in Power
Respects Superior

SUBORDINATE ROLES

GRATIATOR

Intropunitive
"Yes-sayer"
Subjective
Respects Power
Exalts
Superior

Direct Reinforcement--The subject perceives that he or she has been rewarded
for having engaged in the described behavior.
Indirect Reinforcement--The 'subject perceives that others have been rewarded
for having engaged in the described behavior.
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SCALE

TABLE 1

PAN
Means for National Standardisation Sample

N 853'

F.M. Fem.Fac.

1. Direct Reinforcement, Authoritarian

2. Direct ReinforCement, Equalitarian

3. Direct Reinforcement, Permissive

4. Direct Reinforcement, Rebel

5. Direct Reinforcem nt, Critic

e2j,6. Direct Reinforcem nt, Inqratiator

23.35

39.50

28.10

28.33

43.89

19.00

7. Indirect Reinforcement, Aut-horitarian 3126

8. Indirect Reinforcement Equali,tarian 45.39

9. Indirect Reinforcement, Permissive

10. Indixect Reinforcement, Rebel

11. Indirect Reinforcement, Critic

12. Indirect Reinforcement, Inqratiator

ti5

S.

28.07

17.28'

33.40

34.25

23.63

39.27

27.24

27.06

42.36

19.77

31.08

45.75

27.67

32.02

33.59

Male Ad. Male iac.

23.54 24.58

39.25 38.38

27.69 27.17

27.85 28.33

42.67 41.81

20.23 19.39

31.00 31.65

44.87 43.97

28.22' 27.23

17.62 17.99

33.07 32.28

34.37 33.83

ti6



TABLE 2

PRM
Standard Deviations for National Standardization Sample

SCALE

N 853

Fem.Ad. Fem.Fac. Male Ad., Hale

1.

---

Diiect Reinforcement, Authoritarian 4
4.39 4.26 4.53 4.35'

2. Direct Reinforcement, Equillitarian 3.70 3.69 3.83 3.69

3. Direct Reinforcement, Permissive 2.58 2.36' 2.45 2.27

4. Direct Reinforcement, Rebel 4.73 4.29 4.36. 4.02

5. Direct Reinforcement, Critic 3.39 3.54 3.73 3.88
\\\

-6. Direct Reinforcement, Ingratiator 3.51 3.77 3.63 3.56.

7. Indirect Retnforcement, AuthoritiArian 4.,28 4.32 4.94 - 4.65
4

8.

9.

Indirect Reinforcement, Equalitarian

Indirect Reinfdrcement, Permissive

4.33,

2.60 .')

4.10,

2.80

4.37

2.89,

4.05

2.73

10. Indirect Reinforcement, Rebel 2.64 2.55' 2.65 2.90

11. Indirect Reinforcement, Critic 3.67 3.53 3.46

12. indirect Reinforcement, Ingratiator 3.93 3.85 3.53 3.48

"it
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TABLE 3
c

Characteristics of Past Reinforcement Measurement
N 0 703

SCALE # of Items Scale
Mean /

St.

Dev.

WI

Cronbach
A1p1a

Saturation
h2 gt)

Self
Apilreciation

1. Direct Reinforcement, Authoritarian 9 23.69 4.39 .68 .63 .40
4 4

2.. Direct Reinforcement, Equalitarian 11 39.18 3.70 . .53 .53 .25

3. Direct Reinforcement, Permissive 7 27.61) 2.44 .57 .52 .36 'S.

4. Direct Reinforcement, Rebel 9 27.87 4.43 .61 .58 .13

5. Direct Reinforcemnt, Critic 11 42.85 3,64 .67 .64

6. Direct Reinkorcement. Ingratiator 7 ,19.59 3.65 .59 .38 - .10

7. Indirect Reinfoccement, Acithoritarian 31.23 4,50 .58 .40 .07

8. Indirect Reinforcement, Equalitarian 13 45.11 4.25 .51 .39

9. Indirect Reinforcement, Permissive. 7 27.85 2.75 .60 -52 .43

10. Indirject Reinforcement, Rebel 17.72 2.68 .47 .43 - .24

4
11. Indirect Reinforcement, Critic 7 32.77 3.61 .62 .45 .30

12. Indirect 'Reinforcement, In tiator '8 34.03 3.71 .70 .59 .21

11111 11t
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TABLE 4

Scale Characteristics on National Staalardizing Sample
Pant Reinforcement Measurement (PRM)

N ,a 860

SCALE Mean St.

1.

2.

3.

Direct Reinforcement, AuttiC)ritarian

Direct Reinforcement, Equalitarian

Direct Reinforcement, Permibsive

23.60

38.98

27.51

4. Direct Reinforcement, Rebel 27.77

5. Direct Reinforcement,. Cr rm-- 42.57

6. Direct Reinforcement,. Ingratiator 20.83

7. Indirect Reinforcement, Authoritarian 31.07

8. Indirect Reinforcement, Equalitarian 44.95

9. Indirect Reinforcement, Permissive
A

_27.74

10. Indhect Reinforcement, Rebel 13.02

11. Indirect alinforcement, Critic S2.61

12. Indirect Reinforcement, Ingratiator
. 33.84

Dev.

4.51

4.20

2:68

4.57

4.28

3.35

4 73

4.68

3.01

(2.53'

3.84

4.12

Skew Kurtosis

0.21 0.53

-0.88 5.13

-0.72 7.74

-0.16 1.30

-1.33 794

0.14 0.80

-0.41 1.42

-0.82

,-1.16 '7.41

-9.28 0.78

- -0.65 2.75

-0.96 3.74

, 1
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SCALE

'TABLE" 5

Validation Correlations for Past Reinforcement Measurement*
N 100

PRK SAS RI RPM ,

1.

2.

Direct Reinforcement, Authoritarian

,

Direct Reinforcement, Equalitarian

.50

.84

.04

.25

.41

.4:

C

3. Direct Reinforcement., Permissive .55 .23 .08

4. Direct Reinforcement; Rebel 1. .29 .29 :. .14

5. Direct Reinforcement, Critif .04 54

6. Direct Reinforcement, Ingratiator .081 .04 .29

7.

44,

Indirect Reinforcement, Authoritarian .50 .47 .40

8. Indirect Reinforcement, Equalitarian ..84 .19 .33

9: Indirect Reinfo'rcement, Permissive ,55 .15 .14

10- indir#ct Reinforcement, Rebel .29 .23, .20

11: indirect Reinforcement, Critic
4

.44 .44 . .60

12. Indirect*Reinforcement, Ingratiator :OR .16-

41 corrected for attenuation
,

7 2t,



TABLE.6

.Validation Correlationsef

Professional
, Role Satis.

PRM and SAI Scales

Family Interpersonal
Roli Satin. Role Satis.

Personal
Role Satis.

..,,.-

r

1. Direct Reinforcement, Anthoritarlitn .03 .26 .33 26

2. Ditect Reinforcement, Equalitariad. .16 r20 .17 .30
t

3. Direct Reinforcement., Permissive \ 40.31 .22 .29 in .30
.. .

4. Direct Reinforcement, Rebel - .20 - 11 %. f .03 .03

5. Direct Reinforcement, Critic ,,,. .39 :29 .37 .40
,

,

6. Direct Reinforcement, Ingratiator -.13 p.04 - .01 - .02

/. Indirect Reinforcement, Authoritarian 101 - .09 - .16 - .09

8: 'indirect Reinforcement, Equalitarian .22 .15 AY' .24
4

9. Indirect Reinforcement, Permissive .18 ,25 . .27 .26

10. indirect Reinforcement, Rebel -..03 .09, - .22 - .12

11. Indirect Reinforcement, Critic
,

.17
.,

)^ .15 .20 .2

12. Indirect Reinforcement, Ingratiator .14 .25 .13 .22

41,

Self

Appretiation

- .40

.25

.36

.13

.49

- .10

- .07

.19

.43

- .24 /

.119

.20

Validation for Scales direction only.
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TABLE

CORRELATION WITH PAST REINFORCEMEVT MEASUREMENT SCALES

WITH GENDER

N

Identification
of

Scale

Correlation

with
Gender

- Significance
Level

Direot Reinforcement

Authoritarian 0.024 ns

Equalitarian -0.124 ns

Permissive -0.051 ns

Rebel 0.030 ns

Critic -0.138 ns

Ingratiator 0.047 ns

Indirect Reihfofcement N

Authoritarian -0.005 ns

Equalitarian -0.150 ns

Permissive 0.020 ns

Rebs1 0.052 ns
4,

Critic 0.013 ns

Ingratiatoi 0.039 ns



TABLE 8

CORRELATION WITH PAST REINFORCEMENT MEASUREMENT SCALES

WITH AGE

N 853

Identification
of

Seale

Correlation
with
age

Significance
Level

Direct,Reinf4rcement

Authoritarian -0.08 ns

Equalitarian 0.09 ns

Permissive -0.00

Rebbl -0.28 ns

Critic -0.04 ns

Ingratiator 0.08 ns

Indirect Reinforcement

Authoritarian -0.04 ns

Equalitarian' 0.08 ns

Permissive 0.02 ns

Rebel -0.08 ns

Critic -0.07 ns

Ingratiator 0.15 ns

-4.
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TABLE 9

DMA
Means for,National Standardization Sample

N

SCALE

853
siJ5

Fem.Ad. FerdtFac. Male Ad. Male Fac.

1. Reactive Orientation vs Proactive*Orientation

2. CapriQous Risk Taking vs Serious Decision-Making

33.08

23.27

35.77

24.65

35.10

24.28

35.60

25.07

3. Need for Certainty vs Tolerailce for Uncertainty 31.30 31.62 32 07J 30.65

4. Trust Deliberation vs Trust Luck 19.63 20.65 19.54 '20.38

5. Adjustable.Decistons vs Firm Decisions 29.95 29.06 30.07 29.15

6. Slow Decisions vs Fast Decisions 26.53 26.73 27.14 27.10,
. 4

7. Resistance to Feedback vs Desire for Feedback 22.70 23.51 22.13 22.99

*.8. Tolerance for Complexity vs Need for Simplicity 25.02 24.62 24.86 23.81

9. Diffuse Coals vs Concrete Goals ' 17.01 17.83 18.13 18.01

7 9



SCALE

TABLE 10

DMA
Standard Deviations for National Standardization Sample

N so 853

Fem.Ad. Fem.Fac.' Male Ad. Male Fac.

1. Reactive Orientation vs Proactive Orientation

2. CaPricious Risk Taking vs Serious Decision-MOing

3. Neud foi: Certainty vs Tolerance for Uncertainty

4. Tr;ist Deliberation vs TruSt Luck

6.91

4.01

4.62

4.15

5. Adjustable Decisions vs Firm Decisions 3.26

6. Slow Decisions vs Fast Decisions 3.32

7. Resistance to.Feedback vs Desire for Feedback 3.65

8. Tolerance for Complexity vs Need for Simplicity 3.18

9. Diffuse Goals vs.Concrete Goats 3.55

1.

41,

7.97 7.93 7.12

3.71 4.41 4.14

5.11 5.07 4.66

4.31 4.11 4.23

3.66 3.80 340-

3.-28 3.67 3.35

3.74 3.80

3.34 3.50 . 3.14

3.96 3.66 3.73

8U



TABLE 11

Characteristics of Decision Making Analysis
N 703

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

x

9.

SCALE # of. Items

4

Scale
Mean

St.

Dev.

Cronbach Satvration- Self

Alpha hi (%) Appreciation
f

.

i

Reactive Orientations ;is Proactive Orientation
i ..

Capricious Rlsk Takingivs Serious Decision-making
i

g

Need for Certainty vs tolerance for Uncertainty
.

i

Trust ileliberation vs trutit Luck
i

Adjustable Decisions vp Firm Decisions
i

Slow DecisiOns vs FastiDecisions
1

Resistance to'Feedbackivs Desire for Feedback
1

Tolerance for Comptexity vs Need for Simplicity

Diffuse Coals vs Conciete Coals

15

13

10

9

8

.

8

10

7

8

4; 38.33

35.33.

35.39

24.10

33.50

.

31.84

28.75

27.68

23.70

S.

7,52

4.05

4.81

4.26

3.56

3.42

3.75

3.34

3.79

.87

.74

.71

.76

.60

.49

.60

.59

.74

.76

.64

.47

.48

.44

.51

.49

.22,

.58

.61

- .45

- .18

- .30

.36

- .17

- .27

.12

.51

av
1% '

H I

at.

2
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TABLE 12

Scale Characteristics on National Standardizing Sample
Decision Making Analysis (DMA)

N cit 868

SCALE Mean St. Elev. Skew Kurtosis

1. 44eactive Oriel-Stations vs Proactive Orientation 38.57 7.75 0.41 1.80

2. Capricious Risk Taking vs Serious Decia&on-making 34.90 4.37 -0.82 3.08

3. Need for Certainty vs Tolera ce
.

for Uncertainty -35.25 , 5.14 -0.57 1.90
it

4. Tru:it Deliberation vs Trust Luck
tl

'1.97 4.31 0.13 0.95

5. Adjustable Ascisions vs Firm Decisions 33.42 3.85 -1.31 8.17
. .

6, $low, Decisions vs Fast Decisions 31.72 3.59 -0.70 2,85

7. Resist.:mce to Feedback vs-..Rapire for Feedback 28.67 3.98 -0.53 2,85

IC*
8- TotWance for Complexity vs Need for Simplicity 27.50 3.56 -0.83 4.11,

t- ,

,9. Diffuse Goals vp Concrete.Goals 23.51 3.87 0.35 1.96

4

11. tF4

. 4.

4 4



1.

2.

3.

.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

TABLE 13

Validation Correlations of DMA and SAI Scales

Professional
Role Satis.

Proactive Orientation .34

Serious Decision-Making

Tolerance for Uncertainty ,13

Trust Luck .10

Firm Decisions .12

,

Fast Decislons .12

Desire for Feedback .27

Desire for Simplicity .14

Concrete Coals 39 )

Family
Role Satis.

.28

.30

.00

.21

Validation,for Scales direction only.

8

Interpersonal
Role Satis.

4

Personal
Role Satis.

.50

Self
Appreciation

:61

:29 .34 .45

.14 .09 .18

.16

i

..24 .30

- .28 .24

p

-'.36

.16 .21 .17

.17 .26 .27

- .06
!k

.14 .12

.38 .44. .51

411164

1

-

5
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TABLE' 14

CORRELATION OF DECISION MAKING ANALYSIS SCALES ,

WITH GENDER

,
Identif ication

of

Scale

. N 653

Reactiveprientation
(vs. Proactive Orientation)

Capricious Risk-Taking
(vo. Serious Decision Making) .

Need for Certainty
(vs. Tolerance for Uncertainty)

Trust Deliberation
(vs. Trust Luck)

Adjustablit Decisions
(vs.'Firm Decisions)

SlowBecisions -

Wm 'Fast ,Deeksions)*

Reststsoco to Feedback
(vs: Desire for Feedbadk)

Tolerance ior Complexity
(vs. Need Or Simplicity)

Diffyse Goals \
Cancrete Gäals)

4

CorzeIation
with SignificanCe

sty,nder. Level

0.059 no

0.074

-0.019

. Of.045

0.02,4

5;
5 -0.078

ns

na

ns

7

ns

0.077 ns

oc"

P

01/1.
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t TABLE 15',

'N\ c

.DfTMON MAKING

-
VITO, AGE

, 4
N .> 10S,

°

.t,

ANALYSIS SCALES

. ,Identification

of
'Scale

. A
Correlation

*ith -

age
Significance

Libya

NV
Reactive'10rientation
(vs. PrOactive Orientation)

1

Capricious Risk-Taking
(vs. Serious Decision Making)

Need for Cert*nty,
(v6. Tolerance for Uncertainty)

* .

'trust Deliberation
Trust Luck) `

.,41

Adjustable DeciSions
(vs.. Fixm

0

Slot;
,

6 (Vi.as-Deicision3)'

Resistance to Feedback
(vs: Desire for'Feedback)

Tolerance%fOr CoMpaexity
(vs. Ntied far Simplicity)

Diffuse Goats
Ivs. Concrete Goals) .

C.

6

.7

5,

a

0.08

,

10\4P
-0.08

`. 0.04

0.03
1

-

*

a

4111ii

ns

ns

tis

ns

mi.'

ns
s

ns

I ,

. ( N "'

a1

.r; 1'
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TABLE 16

SAI

Means for National Standardization Sample
N 853

SCALE Fem.Ad. Fem.Fac. Male Ad. Male Fac.

1. Professional Achievement vs Professional Frustration 28.62 27.72 27.25 27.21

2. Family Achievement vs Family Frustration 41.58 40.96 40.70 39.90

3. Interpersonal Achievement vs InterpersonalgFrustration 40.79 39.96 38.89 37.53

c 4. Personal Achievement vs Personal Frustration 31.97 30.55 30.26 30.03

5. Self Acceptance vs Self Dellirciation 91.89 88.25 88.89 86.86

9

'

41

k.{

0 v



TABLE 17

SAl
Standard DeviatiOns for National Standardization Sample
AP. N * 853

SCALP. Fem.Ad. Fem.Fac.

1. Professional Achievement vs Professional Frustration 4.34 .4.65

2. Family Achievement vs 'Family Frustration 5.82 5.58

3. Interpersonal Achievement vs Interpersonal Frustration 6.19 6.tA

4. Personal Acheivement vs Personal Frustration 4.87 5.67

5. Self Acceptance vs self Depreciation 9.17 11.66

Male Ad. Male Fac.

4.55

5.8

6.67

5.48

11.10

4.56

6.30

6.51

5.08

11.99

\ 92
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TABLE 18

CharacteAstics of Self,Assessment-Instrument
N 703

SCALE I of Items Scale
Mean

St.

Dev.

Cronbach
Alpha

Satmration Self
It4 (2) Appreciatiox

I. Proiessional Achievement vs Professional Frustration 8 28.81 4.58 .77 .56 .49

..

2., Family AchleVement vs Familyyrustration 10 44.85 5.91 .88 .37 .44

3. Interpersonal Achievement vs Interpersonal Frustration 11 46.37 f 6.65 . .82 .45 .52

.

G. Personal Achievement vs Personal Frustration
\

9 31.73 5.33 .80 .70 . .72

5. Self Acceptance vs Self Depreciation 2i 106.05 11.07 .92 .82 1,

9 4 9 5

_



TABLE 19

Scald Characteristics on National Standardizing Sample
Self Assessment Instrument (SAI)

N 878

'SCALE Mean St.Dev." Skew Khrtosis

1. Profeb1;iona1 Achievement vs Professional Frustration 28.71 4.60 ,w0.17 0.30

2. Family Achievement vs Family Frustration 44.74 6.04 -0.03 1.35

3. {tit erpex ;oncil Acitievment vs InterTersonal Frustration 46.40 6.64 -0.41 0.21

4. Peksonal Achievement VS Personal Frustration
1

31.75' 5.31 , -6.32 0.32

5. Se:lt AccepL4nce vu Self Depreciation
.4,

106.11 11.06 -0.66 0.92

ea

ay.

97.
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TABLE 20

.- .

CORRELATION OF SELF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT SCALES
WITH GENDER

N 853

Idea cition

Scale

Correlation
with

,
Gender

. Significance
Level

Professional Achievement .

(vs. Profissiorialjrustration)

Family Achievement
(rs. family Frustration)

Interpersonal Adhievement
(vs, Interpersonal Frustration)

Personal Achtdtement.
.(vs. Personal Oiustration)

!

_ .

golf AcCeptance
_(vs. Self'Depreciation)

.e

.1

98.

-0.087 no

-0.093' ns

.-0.154 n$

-0.101 ns

-0.094

4'j

ns



TABLE 21

CORRELATION OF SELF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMNT SCALES

WITH AGi

N in 853

Identification Correlation

of with

Scale age

-Significance
Level

Professional Achievement
(vs. Professional Frustration) -0.23 ns

Family Achievement
(vs. Family Frustration) 0.9,9 ns

.1

Intl4persona1 Achievement
(vsNInterpersonal Frubtrition) 0.04 ns

Personal Achievement
(vs. Personal FrustrAtion) 0.14 ns

Self Acceptance
(vs. Self Depreciation) 0.05 ns

-

9 9
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TABLE 22

RGV
Means for National Stanslardization Sample

N 853

sCALUS Fem.Ad
A

Fem.Fac. Male Ad. Male Fac.

1. Proactive role selection vs Reactive role taking

2. Job challenge vs Jot; const.raints

3. Sex role flexibility vs Sex role conformity

25.20

39.98

27.20

' 23.87

40.22

27.60

24.75

36.46

27.12

24.21

36.88

4. Complexity of roles vs.Simplicity of roles 45.49 24.35 24.41 23.91

5. self flexibility vs Self consistency 17.tp 17.76 18.07 18.77

6. lAentity confidence vs Identity concern 35.07 34.44 -33.42 33.86
4

oil 774. Cosm4olitan irs Local 18.09 18.35 17.60 19.34

8. SuccesSivation vs Fear_of success- 26.11 25,86 25.73 25.82
-

9. fek of Fqilure vs Tolerance for failure (22.74 22.84 -, 22.36 22,38

10. Sex role satisfaction vs Sex-role dissatisfaction 33.58 32.01 34.81 33.51

'11. External role confidence vs External rote conflict

12. Internal rale confilence vs internal roldeconflict

25.15

22.65

*24.35,

21.43

24.63

22.26

23.95

21.90

43. Feeling of uniqueness vs Feeling of communality 25.A5 25.51 24.96 25.24

J

1 414



4.

5.

7.

8.

-4`

TABLE 23

RGV
Standard Deviations for National Standardization Sample

N 853

SCALE Fem. Ad.

Proactive Role Selection vs Reactive Role'Taking 3.51

4
Job Challenge vs Job Constraints ,3.2l

Sex Role Flexibility vs Sex Role Conformity

Complexity of Roles vs Simplicity of Roles

537

3.52

Self Flexibility vs Self Consistency

Identity Confidence vs Identity Concern

.3488

3.75
-..

Cosmopolitan VS Local 5.35

Success Motivation vs,Fear of Success 3.62

Fear of Failure vs Tolrance for Failure 3.61

Sex Role Satisfaction vs Sex Role Dissatisfaction 5.64

External Role Confidence vs External Role Conflict 3.17
P

Internal Role Confidence vs Internal Role Conflict 41 3.97

Feeling of Uniqueness vs.Feeling of Ciimmunality 2.43

1'104 .

FeM..Fac.

3.91

4.08

5.51

3..56

4.08

3.62

5.45

1.32

.3.81..

5.93

3.63 1

4.34

2.58

Male Ad. Male Fac.

i

3.98

3.18

5.22

3.48

4.07

3.84

4.19

6.15
.

,

3.69
..

4.58.\ 4

3.54 3.38

5.27 5.62

3.50 A 3.42

3.67 4.40

4.25 4.55

3.40 .3.51

3.72 4.03 A

2.95 2.59

105

Wr



TABLE 24
ie

a

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

Characteristics of Roles, Goalti, Values
N 703

SCALE # of Items Scale
Mean

St.

Dev.

Cronbach
Alpha

Satvation
hl (%)

Self
Aureciation

er

A

Proactive Role Selection vs ReactiVe Role Taking

Job Challenge vs Job Constraints.

Sex Role'Flexibilit Vs Sex Role Cotfformity

Complexity of Roles vs Simplicity of Roles
44

Self Flexibility Vs Self Conaistency,

Identity Confidence vs Identitdy Concern
..,

, . .
,

Cosmopolitan vs Local

Success Motivation vs Fear of Success

Fear of Failure vs Tolerance for Failure

Sex Role SatisfaCtion vs Sexiitole Dissatisfaction

External Role Confidence vs External Role Conflict,

Internal Role Confidence vs Internal Role Conflict

Feeling of Uniqueness vs Feeling of Communality

7

6

11

7

9

7

7

7

9

7

6 ''l

'6-ege/

27.37

24.55

38.79

17.89

34.39

18.35

25.96

22.63

33.44

24.57

22.04

25.44

N

e

3.81

3.71

5.74

3.,61

4.11

3.64

5.46

3.45

3.82

5.36

3.50

4.10
:

7.07,

.68

.83

.71

.60

.65

.51

.83,

.58

..,TWI

.59

,76

.63

.63

.48

.61

.45

.28

.44

.40

,28

.45

..54

.65

.36

11

.60

.60

.15

.38

- .26

.32 ,

.32

,12

.09
,

.30

:48

.59

.42.
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S CA 1. E

I.

trA8i,E 25 S.

-1

Scale Characteriatics oi National Standardizing Sample
Roles, Goals, Values (RGV)

1,
'Mean

1. ProAgive Roleselection vs Reactive Role Takipq 27.30

\
.02. Job Challenge vs Job Constrdints ,

, 24.46
,

. '

3. -sexAtole Flexibility vs Sex Role ConformiXy 38.60
f

..

e 4. Complexity of Roles vs SimpliCit of Roles , .24.60
,

..,

5. SeltFlexibility vs Self Consistency !,
I

. '
L7.80

1.*

, ..

6. Identity Confidence vs Identity Concern 34.22
4.k.

I:.
1. O

.' le Cosmopolitan vs Local
t.

,.

!, 18.26

.
k'..

U. SuC,cess Motivation vs Fear of Success , ''',.'- '45:86
. ,

,-. , N.'

9. Fear of Failure vs Tolerance. for Failure 3,- 22.56.

' , .
_ ,

10. Sex 4iole5satisfaction vs Sex Role DissAtisfactAut , 33.30-
.

5

24.

st. riev. Skew

1.89 -0.70:

3.77,- -1.13
o

.5,5-, -0.20

- 3.62 -0.17

4.17i 0.11
/

3.7 8.
.4.

.

-0.24

,- 5;46" . -0.26

, 3s)63 111' ,i-0.18

1 .

, 3.A8 -0.23
.

5.39 » -40.42

, .,,

,4 /

Kurtosis

1.74

043

-.52

Y

-.30.

0.21

Al. External Role Confidence vs External Role Conflict 36 1.45-0;23 - 0.63
. .

llo r 1$
ft '

,
r

i .-
J '. . .

7
12. iliternal. Role Confidence vs tnternal Role-Conflict . 22.04 410 0,t4, .0.52'

, 0
-.A At .

13. Feellitty of Uniqueness vs Feeling of Communality
i

V .
25-.42- 2.75 16.05'.

-,
--,-,

v

441$

tis \\\
111.

t 0

t11/1

/ .

1,5

4.86

nrIL
.tti:"'

1 t) !

tr>
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TABLE' 26
ww.

Validation Corr:lotions-of RCV'and SAI Scales

I. Proactive Rote Selection

2. Job Challenge

.1 Sex Role Flexibility

4. Complexity of Roles

5. Self Flexibility

6. Identity Confidence

74 Cosmopolitan Values

$04coss Motivation 4

9. Fears'of Failure
.

,

10, Sex Role gaiisfaction,

11. EIternal Role donfidence
..,.

12. Internal Role ConfidenCe,

13. Feeling. oil Uniqueness

Profes*ional
1

Role Satis.

1

Family
Role Satis,

Interpersonal
Role Satis.

Personal
Role Sittig.

Self
Appreciation
4

/

.24 ..36 .41 .44 .60

.31 :22 .26 :45 .60

..15 - .05 .12 ,

w
.03 .15

.38 .16 .30 .40 .38

.40 - .24 - .27 - .25. - .26

.28 .25 .28 .28 .32

.10 - .27 - .18 - .33 - .32

.24 .17 '.26- .26 .32

.16 - .14 - .19 - .09 - .09

.10 .35 .25 , .28 .36
i

.22

.23

.35'

.43

.50

.40

t

,
.47

.52

*
,

.48

.59'.

.22 .27 .31 .30 .42
k

yalidation for Scales direction only.
,

1,
4 liv

I

Oa

a



'TABLE 27

I.

CORRELATION OF ROLES, GOAL'S, VALUES SCALES
WITH GENISER ,4

N 853

Identification Correlation \

of 'with Significance

Scale Gender _4evel

Proactive Role Selection
(vs. Reactive Role Taking)

Job Challenge
(vs. Job Constraints)

Sex Role Flexibility
(vs. Sex Role Conformity)

Complexity of Roles
(vs. Simplicity of Roles).

Self Flexibility
(vs. Self Consistency)

Identity Confidence
(vs. Identity Concern)-

-0.052

-0.038

-0.017

-0.077

0.031

-0.103

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Cosmopollip. 9.007 ns

Local)'

+It
-Success Motivation N', , -0.057 ns

u&s. Feax 0 Success)
I

Fear o6Failure ,. - 0.616 _., ns

(vs. Tolerance for Oaildge)

,'.

7

,

Sex Role Satisfaction ,.. 0.03 ns,

(vs. Sex Role Dissatisfaction)

External Role Confidence -0.010 ns

(vs. External Role Conflict)

Internal Role Confidence 0 037 ns

fvs. Internal Role Conflict)

Feeling of Yniqueness ns

(vs. Feeling of Communality)

a

,tt-

Yob

.+1
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TABLE 28

CORRELATION OF ROLES, GOALS, VALINES SCALES

IOTH AGE

..ommr'653

elb klts
%

Identification
'of

Scale
.&

Correlation
With
Age

SignifiCance
Level

Proactive Role Selection
(/s. Reactive Role Taking) 0.12 ns

Job Chcallenge
(vs. Job Constraints) 0.07 ns

Sex Role Flexibility
(vs.'Sex Role Conformity) -0.20 ns

Complexity of_Roles
(vs. Simplicity of Roles) 0.03 ns

Self Flexibility
(vs. Self Consistency) -0.19 ns

Identity Confidence
(vs. Identity Concern). -0.13 ns

Cosmopolitan
A

(vs. Local) -0.29' nS

Success Motivation
(vs. Fear of Success) 0.00 ns

Fear of Failure
(vs. Tolerance for Failure) -0.07

4Z/
ns

Sex Role Satisfaction
(vs. Sex Rgle Dissatisfaction) 0.12 ns

External Role Confidence
(vs. External Role Conflict) 0.15 ns

Internal Role Confidence
(vs. Tnternal,Role Conflict) 0.15 ns

Feeling of UniquenesS
(vs.,Feeling of Communality) 0.0( ns


